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FOREWORD

These proceedings were compiled from two separate institutes entitled 1 45

"Alternatives to Litigation: The Necessity fOr'Paent Coasulation" which.
were held 'in Ann Arbor on November 18-19, 1976 and 'again on.JandarY 20:21,

The Institutes were funded through grants from the U:S. OffiEe of. J.AucatiOn,

Depa rtment of Health; Educatiod and Welfare and sponsored by

Department of Education, Special Education Services,'and tae Institute for the
111.

','Study of Mental Retardatiorand Related,Disabilities of Ttle University.of/

ichfgan. pr. William C -Rhode,s was the Conference Director for,both conferences.

Institute partic pants included di'reclors of special'education; school

psyc ologists:'schoo social workers and teacher consultants froM around tae

state.

The papers R, resented here-are composites of presentations thade at both

in bitutes. Wh ever possible questions from the sessions have been edited into

or addressed d'rectiy in the .texts of the presentations.

The pre enters at the institutes were:
.

Julius S. Cohen, Ed.D., Deputy Director, Institute for the Study of )

Mental Retardation and RelatediDisabilities,,and POfe6sor of Special
Education, School Of Education,' The University Of Michigan

Junious Williams, J.D., A'ssociate Director, Project for Fair Administra7
tion ofStudent1Discipline, School of Education, The University of Michigan

;

Lynn K. Brown, Ph.D., Program Associate in Psychology, InsbitutefOr the.
Study of Mental,Retardation and Related Disabilities, and Assistant
Professor of Psychology, Departmentof Psychology, The University of Michigan

William C. Rhodes, Ph.DJ Program Director for,PSychology, Institute for
the Study of Mental Retardation and'AelateddAsabilities, and Professor
of Psychology, Department of Psych ogy, The University of Michigan

o ,

Na.
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Tne Institute Research Assistants were:

J'efiry AckerMav-
Gary D. Bass--
Anthonyy:.Jackson
DwigW11. Sweeney

The Research Assistants had pirimakY responsibility to assist in institute

design; development of pre-institu e materials, site preparation, accommoda.5

. . . . (
tion and-transportation arrangemen s, and desigli of the institute'eva,tuations

,
.

,.., .
t

and follow -up. In addition, they. Were very helpful both to presenter's and

yarticipa ts during the actual institutes by providing other support services.

as they became necessary.

Special thanks are due to Dr. John Braccio; Dr. Leonora Hamlin and Mr.

Gene Thurber of the"Mrchigan Department. of Education, Special Education'Services,

for their encouragement, cooperation ndactive participation.
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LITIGATION AND VSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

This 'paper addresses issues in litigation by firWdeveloping some

1 ,

overall background materials to establish .a common reference point, and

then by looking at some of the implications of these-issUes on ptofessional

prktice. Perhaps the most impOrtant thing to understand is the current

tone and values of this society asindividuals seek recourse in the courts

to resolve'problems between service providers and consumers. Everione'is

awake df the growth of medical malpractice suits and the resultant increases

in
,malpractice .insprance that'bas occurred. It is probable that at leastp

part of this,problem is a result of the distancing that occurs between the

physician and the patient, the lack of a relationship and the relative ease

of ini ting lawsuits. As, in medicine, there is a growth of malpractice
t - 0

N I

suits- '0Inst attorneys.
1

'

$
-

. I have speculated' abouethe likelihood of malpractice suits against
-$. .

N.. . .

personnel in the educational service system; administrators, teachers,
.

psychol-
v 1

sts, social workers and others, and educational malpractice suits are

being 4led. At a time when people tend to think of the courts as a way of

redressing probal6ms, when there ;is growth of the consumer movement and con-,

sliders' efforts to make industry and service agenciesresponsible for what'

they do, people Lade the courts more frequently: Litigation is often the

first action thought of, rather than an ultimate step.

Another national trend is the growing concern in terms of children's

rights. Only recently have children been recognized as individuals with

their own rights. Rights which must be protectddfor the child's interests

may be different from those of the parents. We need to view the child as.an

independent'entity, separate from .the parents. For example, there have been

=3- 1 0
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a number of law suits centering around "voluntary" commitment of minors.
*

, commitment is called voluntary because the parent or guardian signs, permission

for the child. If you sign yourself into a mental hospital, that is a.volun-'

tary Commitment. But is it truly voluntary if the parent requests commitment-

or a child? Does the child haie the right for separate reipresentation in the

courts? In another area, can a minor get an abortion without the'parents'

permission? A third example is in divorce cases where until recently, the,'

child was "represented" by the parents' lawyers. In all of these areas, court

decisions and actions show that the interest of the children are separate from

.

those of the patents and the children have a right to be represented separately.
A

It is interesting to note the,extent to which courts are involved with

litigation or children as separate from the parents. However, in ?the area

of educational services, it seems Most likely that parents will continue to

be a strong force, bringing actions onbehalf of their children, demanding

.

that,services be provided within mandated legislative, admi4strative, and

constitutional parLeters.

A primary area being' litigated is that of a child's Tight to a fair

classification. This includes the'whole,process of testing, labeling, and

placing youngsters into special programs. Includedhere is the right to an

appropriate education, including the removal of barriers to equal access to

,

4IA
an'education, and the understanding that any citizen, any disabled or dis-

,

.

admantaqedchild in the-state, has the same right tcan equal access to an ,

4 i4

education as any other child. Unfortunately, the rights of this group often

are not considered or even understdod.

The schools report that they have only so much money and they have all
A

these normal students to serve. Where, they ask, do they get the money to

run the.special education program? If the schopl is short of funds, if they

-4- 6
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can't run all their programs, courts have held that every yOungster must share

equally in the shortage. School administrators cannot balance. for all the

money that they"re short by c utting out programs for-handicapped children.

These children have to have equal access to educational opportunities and

they have to have prOportionally.equal dollars spent on elem. That more thad

that the education has to be appropriate' and adequate for the students: needs.

Now Of course,_' schools .don't do that at.all. There, are existing programs and

the emphasis i to fit the student into the least damaging one; the best
*

possible fit, but often these programs are not the most appropriate and

adequateto the child's needs:

There has been
.

nsiderable litigation in the iight to treatment area.
b

This is considered separately froth right to education because; in the courts,

it generally has been dealt with, separately,. Itris a parallei.of;the right:

to education cases, except the focus is on residents of institutions. If
/

'yod are placed in an institution, it's not A jail and it's not suppoged to
.

be worse than a jail, and theoretically the state has placed you there,to

Great you.

custody.

fl

They have the responsibility tb.treat you, not merely .to provides;'

Treatment is required in exchange for the freedoth the per'son has .

given up: LitigatiOn has attempted to secure this right.

There are an increasing dumber of lawsuits in the area of civil rights,

I

the rights of:the individual on which the state cannot infringe, Included
.

are the right for due process, the right for informed consent, the right of '

privacy, the right tO be represented if there is any hearing or dispute, the 7 ,

right for the individual to present contrary evidence and

4'
.

rightithe one with which the educational system has great

a most important
, 6

problems, the right

ab

. . '. . ).

to have a hearing officer who is impartial and not system related.
't A

. .

'Another area of litigation has, focused on free movement and fr access.
41 1

40,

Efforts to address, this problem, afire note in terms of laws to remove

.
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architectural carriers, both in public buildings, and in certain private
ON,

buildings. Another aspect of free access is-viewed in terms of transporta-

tion systems - -both the rolling stock and the buildings. For example, Much
1

of the construction of busses irk this country is controlled by.a

company. it does not appear to be a* competitive area and.ad busses are nbt

built to beaccessible. They are not as easy to get on and off of because

-

of their high steps and narrow doorways. However, there are some companies
s

which build busses that are accessible and have wide door busses that have

the possibility of somebody in a wheelchair getting Ca and off relatively

easily.

In a recent lawsuit, handicapped people were trying to enjoin the local

bus company from using. federal funds to buy busses that were not accessible
4 .

.to handicapped individuals. Thett-tfendants were arguing that they really don't
Nut - N,

o

have to provide thoSe special busses. They felt they had. to have places where

the bAlOstopsf, to notilypeople where the stops are, to tell people what the..

schedule is, and to be'sure to get the bus there. Now.if yod happen, to be

.handicapped, and you can't'get on,our bus, that's your problem; it's not the

company's. A few special busses would be'available, but if someone can't use

.1,the re§ular bus, it is that person's. responsibility to find another way to
T

travel.
4 ,

There has been considerable litigation Da the area of institutional

,

peonage or modermday Slavery. The pattern-has been for residents of the

inst4dtions tube placed on work assignments which were .called training

assignments. On occasion,fithe individuals would work on them for the rest

of their lives. ,The residents receive no-pay for wori<that clearly helps

to support the functioning of tile facility.. Only recently has litigation'

O

forced the Secretary of Labbr to recognize and enforce. the laws that exist

-6- 13
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for all citizens ,n terms of standards of payment for services provided

also held for those people in institutions-who were placed on work asSignments,

,bur are not being p?id.

Community housing for disabled persons often is controlled by zoning.-

One of the major uses of zoning is to preserve certain kinds of neighborhoods.

If enough land is required around the house and if there ar6\ehough requ-ire-

mcnts about the size alin"-Genstruction of that house, an economic basis defines;
I

who can live in that neigaborhood. Beyond this, zoning laws have defined what

constltutes a family. The family,. defined in thb middle class ethic.of this

, society, is a grovp of blood-related people. It has ben very difficult to

got a group home into a single family residential area. A group ofeiated

people have not been permitted to live'as a family. The original intent e

I
probably was to control neighborhoods so that "hippies': couldn't move in and

set, up communes. However, the same zoning ordinan'ceS have been used very

effcctiveiy -in terms of limiting community based resident e r retarded,

mentally ill, and other persons. The end -result is the isolation of this

populatior;. Despite talk about normalization, and return to the cbmmunily,

examination_of the sites allowed fork those houseb usiSallyrreveais that they

'are in the worst pirrt of.the city, a part of the city where few would want

oi:to permit anyone else,t6 live. What has been created is
.

a community based '"strip" of institution's with a mental, retardation facility

next to a halfway house for mentalrpatients, a drug facility, and so on. They're0

t
all it, the,sar,0 generai\noighborhood, and the 'zondn? has been used Lo counter

,.,,..

an effort dt normalization and integration into the community. The impact`or,.
. v.

,

the se practice:; on schools has 15een perv asiveervasive and Can be seen in the class
,./

-

and'raciaUmix of students in the p/eighborhood schopl.
,

t1

The next area of litigation concorn the right to privaelLthe right to
. .-

make a &CslOn 01)00 011e'l; own body, '01pecia lly in terms of lirrlization.

Y
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There .has been a great deal of concern out this, and the choice of an

.

individual to be sterilized or not to be terifized is not a simple problem

with which_to deal.. There have been progra s which have required sterilize-

tion. For example, to get out of an institu ion, one of the things that has

been'reiuired is that a resident would have t. agreeto being sterilized.
...

Another example is where sterilization has been urged upcn people ori'welface,
t

.:

r e
often without their full informed consent for th procedure. These practices4
are, of course, totally unprofessional and unethi

i'HowevilOG there is another side to the steriliz tion issue: when the

individual, using the judgment that he or she has, wants to be sterilized

and then can't be. If I were to go to a local physican and wanted a vastec-

tomy, the physician would talk to me about what his poSition is and about my 0
,

gener'al physical condition;. whether I'm able to have the operation; or whether

there is some cOnstrainting,conditionIf I am young, then what does that(.
/mean in terms of not having children in the future. Then the physician would

ask that.I sign the permission slip and we would proceed, But what if I came

to him and also had the label of being mentally retarded,tthen there would bi

:a totally different situation. I might be denied that service baseeon my

rabel. Even if I'm not adjudged'to be incompetent, don't have a'guardian,Tam

.legally able tolsign,-and decide that's what I-want to da, I may have great

problems in 4ettingthe operation. The physician may be concerned with

possible suit in the .future and not operate.' Thus, lawsuits can be used on

either side in this situation.
, ?,, .

A related situation is where parents are worried about possible pregnancies'
.4a.

1
.

and decide to have a sterilization procedure done so tIlt
.

their,daughter will

s
not be able.to conceive. A recep.t case was reported in which -the family was

petitioning that a moderately retarded girl of about 12 or 14 be sterilized.,

0 -8- 15'



Moreover, they wanted'it to be done by hysterectomy, so.th*
/

to worry about, tier having periods.' That would take.carepfeverything all

in one step. She would be sterile, and she would not
/
have'the monthly

uldn'thave

.., . ,. .

problem. This operation, done at the request of the' patents,
ill

Might have relieved some of their concerns, but would it have

been in the child's best interest?

The last atea of litigation to be addressed here focuses on law suits

about comqtment. The courts presently are subscribing to a position of

the need for the least restrictive environment. That is, individuals must

be served by the state. in the least restrictive environment. There was A

case in Washington, D.O. involving a woman who was called mentally but

who only needed some supervision. She certainly did not need tobe institu-

tionalized. However, in Washington they had only two options. They could

2

leave her wandeting 'e streets, or they could pla6e her in an institution.

They placed Her in the hospital. The Woman finally got a lawyer, and appealed

to the courts. The court held that the placement was not constitutional.'5"The
ft.

state was restricting her more than she needed tspe, and it was not her

responsibility to provide, the leastrestricti4e emiironinent, it was the
4

government's responsibility. She could live in the community if the needed

- .
.supervision was available.

-

Nevertheless, the institution was not appropriate
-,.

.

.

for her because;1it was over-restrictive.
_ /1

/

In terms of educational concerns here, what is considered to b the.
% .

.

-

least restrictive environment, generally, is the regular-class. Quetionk
1 .c e. . .

, .

can be raised about that. Is the regulat crass in fact the, least restrictive.

t

environment? Does the attitude of the teacher about getting the handicapped

students and not wanting them (and that's a dumb;kid, and that's a crippled
.

. 0

kid, and that one's a something else kind of kid) workso much against the,
.?z

-9- 16



student that the regular c ass becomes a very restrictive environment? A
)

special class that it geared to the youngster may, in fact, be much less

restrictive. However:, -we should expect the courts todealmithmatters of

law and not ,of fact. I believe .they will rule that the leastrestrictive

*environment in the public school sector is the regular school classroom.

If You remove a,ydungster from that setting, you're moving him into a

progressively-more restrictive environment,until at the end, major restric-
.*

on it:in some kindof institutional placement.

.

The difference 'between right to treatment and right to education is that

tight to treatment has been used in institutional cases and right to education

is used in public school cases. But there are attorneys who now are considering

legal arguments` for dealing with schools in the exact same way they deal with

institutions. If they are able to do this, we-will be faced with demands for'

educaon, treatment and other services for our s tudents'as their right fdr

being in a more restrictive environment than the regular class, The lawyers-

talk about this at being quid pro quo, this for that. If,the state takes

srething fro'M you, then must also givs you something: In the case of

so:110041, the state 'takes some of 5e students' freedom.(via mandatory attendanal.

laws) and so must,provide;somethi,g,inireturn (treatment or education). The
, 4

argumdnt is that placement_ in a school Epl9 ram.for any Child in any state

where school attendance is reeplired, is in fact, a day cotMitMent. The

students are committed for 5 hours a day, f9r 180 days a year, for'10 years t

between 6 and 16. And if it is a commitment, then the -same kinds4of legal.

ar ents that have held for the right to,treatRent would also apply in the

I

area, of right to education.

Thelandmark litigation in education was Brown v Beard of Education, and

.

a segregation suit in'which the
'

court heldthat separate programming isby law,

tx

Awe



not by fact, unconstitutional. The law says that it is not con it.tionaL

. .

to segregate studeq4ts, even if professionals could "prove"' ry by

setting up a_program for Black stu,dant§4and have them' do er than,siMilar

Black sdents in anlIntegrated program. But t carry weight

under phe.law. It is by law,'not by fact, is not.constitu-

tional. Segregailngistudents by excludi g them from dcdh ol or by putting thee

into special classes on the basis of ace, class or sex is an unconstitutional

act., 4

/
Brown focused on the role ofIthe schc ol.as a majorosocializing-agency,in

this society and it thereby provided't1te background for many of the other cases.

St.

The second area-of law suits relate to concerns of,minority students who-.

felt they'were inappropriately placed i c*s rs for mentally retarded.individ-
,i.,

ukls, Many of these were filed in the est,where there is a whole series of

law suits
,

with Chicanos, Blacks, Orien l'- Americans, and with Indians as

plaintiff's, Lcrry P. v Riles, CovAttftbias v Sap Diego,Unified School District,
-

,..

a , -

k

bianna v S ate,Board of Education and Spangler v Board of Education, all in
- ...

,

California; Guadalupe Organization v Tempe ElementarpSchool.District NQ. 3

e

in Arizona; Stewart y Philips in Massachusetts; and Lebanks v Spears in

1.0Ouisiana are some of th e.early cases filed. .st

$

In almost all of these cases, the partied reached agreements where alL

of the demands of the laintiffs
e
were met. 'Limits were placed on schools on

the instruments they uied,'qualifications of examiners and then ability to

o

ft%

place disproportidnately 1.dr24.10numbeis of minority children in special educa-

tion clisses.

A significant case was Hobson v Hanson, a law suit filed in-Washington,'D-X.

for minority students who 'Imre being tracked by the schools. The higher the i

track, the fewer B ck students were in the program. The court rules that , /

-fl- 1,8
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I

tracking was not legal as it limited the opportunities av'ailable'to students I

who,were placed in the lower tracks.

The third major;sarea in litigation Was'he law suits against the insti-

tutions. Myatt v Stickney, the case against the Partlow State School in

Alabama, Ricci 1/\ Greenblatt, the case against Belcherton State School in
1

Massachusetts, and New York State Association for Retarded Children i/ Rockfeller,

,
the law suit at'Willowbrobk. A book' entitled Willowbrook, A Report On How Is

and Why It Doesn't Have To Be That Way, by Geraldo Rivera, dep from the'

point ofview_of the T.V.' reporter who wrote the story, the conditions in that

institutions. ,

There has been much signifant litigation around the right to education.

The two landmark cases are,Mills v The Board of Education in Washington, D.C.,

and PARC-1i Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Mills was significant in bat it, held

that,schoOls cannot exclude students and forget them. The school has the respon-

sibi1ity to educate every student no,thatter where the udent was.-- in the

school, in an institution, or just at home. PARC (Pe ylvania Assdtiatidn for
:ea

Retarded Children.v Commonwealth was specifically conce ed with obtaining

educational programming for all of the mentally retarded 'population. Since then,
t

there have been additional law suits to apply this right to,,Other disability'

groups. The our ruled that the state not only had a res sipility to edu-
.

e.
.

cote all retarded studeilts, no matter where they were, but ,had,an affirmative

responsibility to reach out and find the,cases that'they'weren't serving.

We have been considering the impact of one of the three branches of

govermment; the judical, onaitigation. The government, through its power'

in he courts (as we learned'from Brown), can impact on our programs fiery

specifically.-)The second area where the government has power and can be a ,

factor' in^ i .ti4ation is the legislative new laws are pasS4d and

,
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' we have additional requirements placed pn professionals to serve special
. .

. r
4

. , ,

. populatiohs., The third area, one that has not, been used y extensively,

is using, executive action to assure the rightSof handicapped people. The

1

Attorney General's office has been used to some extent. This is an approgch
4

-that may be quicker than going through the courts and, in many states, a

ruling out of the Attorney General's office'has the same weight as a ruling

of law. There have been some 49 specific Attorney General rulings on educa-

tional services for handicapped kids. This is just another way that rights

'can be guapnteed for people by going through the executive line rather' than

going through litigation.

When the legislative area.is,explored more comprehensively, ap interesting
.

picturre arises. ucation is a stake responsibilitrbecause it 'is not mentioned

in the constitution as being either s

defined in the constitution are presume 'to be 'the rights and'responsibilities

their.constitution, dn\tgrms of laws and

te'or-federal. Things that are not

of the state. States deal wit1 that-reS nsibilfty for education in terms of

terms of rules and regulations set

,up by the state education department. Origi al state education laws show that

many of them look very much like a current ma dato* education bill. They say

that the state will provideeducation'for all children., However, states
-

started to move toward,A'system in Which certain 'students were excluded.

7

Children,who couldn't profit from learning; gnd children who presented other

problems were some of'those excluded. Siate,prOgrams moved from the ooncept;

of a zero reject'or a'mandatory program for

exclusionary pegctices, whire'whole classes

,all children, toward a patternsof

4 1

of kids were excluded from school.

The legislatures recently have been addressing this problem by developing

mandatory laws. Legislatures did thisin an interesting way. First, they

passed laws with delayed starting dates, gnd second, they did not

I
--13-
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appropriate money to operate this new expanded system. Tecourts have held

that the .lack of funds is not a defense when sdrvices are mandated. School's must

provide Constitutional safeguards and equAl Services for a mandated programs.

These areas of education must be coveredloeforeyou do otheroptional things

(such as athletics and band).

In some of the states, the mandatory requirements vire delayed for as

ldng as 8 or 10 years, and will not be in effect,unti111980. What has liappened

in those, states is that they're having law suits, and thesdourts have held

that the late starting date is not oonstiqtional,ind furrier, that they had

to implement mandatory progeams immediately. Even though the law wasn't

the court rulings, in ffect, moved UPthe starting late. A'

.
^ 7

... .

k

majority of states do have manolatory legislation which grew out of, the in reasing

demand by parents and'professionals for some mandatory educational progr mming
. -.1

i,
e O.

,r.:.- ,

for all handica6ped students. Eventually, Congiess'addressed the issue o

mandatory special education which resulted in Public Law 94-142, the Education

for All Handicapped Children Act, of 1975.

Many people question -the federal government getting involved in the state's

..

right's iarea of education. The response s'that the federal government is metely
.:

9

.

(making money -available toschools tpat.want to apply for it. Their position il,

that it is elective bn the partof the states, and states are buying into this,

,
because there is a great deal of money, And the amount will be increasing over

the years.

However, the cost of using the federal money is that the state must comply

with certain federal mandates. One of the most importantkthe need to

develop an indiiidual educati lan for each student. This ties closely'

to the testing - Zabel' acement sequence that has been under such heavy

attack through the courts.

-14- 21
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There are a number of cOncerns that professionals face in terms of

testin , labeling and placement of youngSteis. The first issue is that the
*.

, most commonly used instruments used in assessing the intellectual function-

d. 6

ing of yoUngsters are biased: They have been standardized essentially on

a particular portion of the population hnd 'are not appliahle across

divergent population'groups. They jre peculiar to individuals who/have a

command of s ;andard English and ndt far tiers., Moreover, I have heard

questions rai,30*d about the use of'theiSpanish language version of the wisp /

in the West because it was staniardiJed in Puerto Rico. People who aie

concerned in 'thiS area say, that someiof the items are as inappropriate as
9

some of the'English language items. So the first,question raised in the area

of testing, labeling and placement is the issue,of the'ilstrument.
.

.,,,,, Second, is the issue of the examiner. How well qualified are these
_.,

,N
t,

people in terms of the students that they are examining or; are attemPting,
,.. ltp, ,r 0 0..p t 1 0

to assess?' If I was to ask' what a shed was, acceptable` responses would
)!;',.

, /0, o ..,. i.

suggtst some small structure' in the back of a Thripuse, alongside of a garage
1.

or something. A Chica o youngster was asked this question as a part of-a

, 0
test she was given .nd she said, "ph,.ashed is'wh4re my mother works,:"

.

.

,

No bredit-.' examiner was not into the Yield farming culture of that area

enough to' now that that's exactly.where the student's mother worked, in a
. t

C ng shed in the field. This examiner gave no credit for-e cultur-
.

all accurate answer. then the 'examiner dbes not have any common

experiential base with the student, does not have similar values, and also

IP

does not have,the ,same language, questions are raised about tht qualifications

of the examiner, no matter how well certified and licensed by the university

and the state. 8

.
_

Another major issue in testing, labeling and placementscenters around
. , .

ih'p role oi the. parent. That is, in to f the parents being informed
,

.

62.

7.. i .

.

.

. .

f'
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throughout the process, particularly being informed before the process starts.

,
Recently, a local school sent a newsletter to parents in which it was reported

that the school was cooperating with:somebody to standardize a test with the

Middle school students. One parent wrote a letter to the building principal

apd to the suptrintendent which said not to use that parent's child. During
PaPP.

a- later discussion, Vle superintendent said he didn't understand the parent's

.concern. The university'group that was doing the testing presented it/to the

school board, the bbard considered,it, felt itwas very appropriate, and 90.

parents' rights and interests"were,covered.- The parent tried to expla/in,

that not only did he feel that"hie rights weren't protected by'the

actiOf) Mit that what they bad done was illegal. Parents do have a role, not

after the fact, but befOre the fact.

Moreover, in the...assessment procesi, parents should have an opportunity'

to,provide important, adaptive data on the youngster. They shouid be"part of

.

the input. And, of course, toward the end of the evaluation process, patents

should be involved in the decision-making process. They should participate in
f r

considering(what the options Lie, the pro'S and cons of each"thoice, and then

have a role in making the recommendations and finallyY of course, agreeing to

the decision. '

, .

,........-
-,

Unfortunately, that is not the way parents often experiehce'working with er.

the school., Rather, following the model from the Musical "The Music Man,"
. -

` professionals "con" parents. We tell them about their ptoblem, and define,

,it as their problem. Then,we tell them we have this great thing, and it's ,

/ "called_special education. We have studentsin-smal er classes and a sPecial 10'4 .

-OP

teacher, and it's, gging to\be great for a.dhild. We're selling somethng,.

e

\

that we're huckstering in very much-the same way as the Music Man. We're

4

conning the parents who often aren't awate'of,the implications when they

sign the EPPC. They do agree, but often With the belief that the reason

-16- 234,
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they don't know is because Of their inability td understand us. They are

seldomaware of the .fact that we may not kopen and honest with them.

There have been many examples brought to my attention since

Special EducationLaw was passed. Schools having "informal" sess
.

the par nts did not have to be involved. Staff being directed no

the Mandatory

ions so that

t to EPPC

child into any program that did not have an opening in it. Individual plans
,

designed to fit the available services, rather than he child's needs. Parerits

still are not being informed of their rights under law and the uions about

the adegdacy of the testing, labeling and placement process remain,

But perhaps there is some hope as parents learn to deal with us-Trom-a-,,,,i

position of strength. I talked with di Chicano woman in a small California

town. In the late 1960's she agreed in have her son placed in a special class.

When asked why, she said she had talked to her consultants, the older women in
1. I

this community. She talked to them, reporting that the school people said her.

1

son would-be placed in a special class and that the teacher would help. She

did not knoWit was a class for retarded children as the. school personnel did

not mention that. Her "consultants" said she should cooperate and so she ---

sighed the permission form. Then when a law suit-was to be ,filed in that

community, they were identifying possible plaintiffs; her son was one of the

-," students idehtified as misplaced in a class for mentally retarded-children.,

During our discussion, which occurred in 1974, some years after the law
1,

,

suit was filed, I asked her what kind Of relationship she now had with the

schools. She reported a different experience recently-with her youngest

daughter: The schdOl approached her about moving the youngest daughter ahead,

that is, skipping a grade. The mother sai' she thought about it, and she said

"even for Chicanos, my dairihter is small," so She thOug t would be better
1 .

for her to go year by year. She said she didn't und- stand s me of the things,

the school'people were telling her, but she felt,that they wer

1 -17- 24
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her clearly. It wasn't`_ that she didn't have the ability to understand. So

she refused to cooperate, and she kept her youngster in the same grade. She

sait that since that time, she's had an opportunity to talk to other mothers.
,

..' .. .

who were being approaChed by the school to do one thing or another. Now that .
.

she's' older, about eight years after the situatiqn with her' song she is one
A

of the consultants for the younger women in that community.

There is going to be thiS kind reactioneaction to the way that we try to sell
. .

people our product with little evidence of our understariding of the chilts

_ backgisound and experiences, and'with relatively little information provided

fdr the parents. The parents' role is a critical ore, and if professionals

''don't involve the parents, if they are not integrated into the process, and

if proessiOnals don't,stop eeing_them as the.enerhy, it's going to create

situations in which a true aditersarial relationship will exist. In this

4
frameworki the behavior of staff may very wellAtimulate parents to resort

c

to the courts because the parents feel that we are working against them as

adversaries instead of feeling that the school and parent working together

in the best interest of.a particular youngster. -

Anotheryissue in terms of the testing, labeling and placement sequence

is the extent to which the label becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. The

label often sets limits on the child: you are MI (dumb kid); you are in an

EI (crazy kid)Class; and the teachers and the other students are all aware

of this. We have many labels to place on children. We change, them as we

are forced to recognize the.extbnt to which they have negative connotations.

However, the new terms quickly are given all of the meaning of the earlier

ones. Idiot, imbecile, moron all started out as descriptors pf level of

functioning. There have been many changes over the years as.we now move

to terms Like educable or trainable mentally impaired :, A teacaer who did i

a
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not want to use the labels slow and fast ended up calling the two grOups of

students in her class the "rabbitS" and the "turtles."
1

It,dOesn't make any difference if they are called the blue biLIS and

r'
7
a

the ,red birds; everybody knows where the smart students are and where the

others are. Labels and this kind o dpipg stigmatizes the students and
e "tie:, sz.

most importantly, in

4

"'
their future status.

this societ Y...Where mob4iti is so important, it defines

/f a. student, does not go through the academic sObool

programs, if the child'doesnit achie400academically and is channeled through
.

one of these other tracki,'the programming very definitely .limits the periOn's

fUture status. When teachers teach to the label, apd when the label presents
9

a limit to the view of the psychologist of other ways in which the child can

aasseSsed, thea the label forms the basis of the self-fulfilling prophecy.
10.!

The last Concern in testing, labeling aid placement sequence is that
-

some testing may, in fact., be an Invasiotof privacy% There are questions

lt
. .

.

that are not pertinent to educational programming. There are questions that

are asked thatare personalluestions either to 'the youngster or to family

and that we have, business even asking. The lui'ts are Considering the

issue of invasion of privacy, and we may 'expect additional rulings in)this

area.

r.
Closely related to the role of testing and labeling is the right to

. .

education--the'right of the child to a free, equal edutational opportunity.

v.
,There are some majOr .issues ,t-i.at are being dealt with here, The fi rst issue.

is the issue of exclusion Or of suspenSion, the denial of an.educational

program,byrusing a variety of techniques. One.is'the waiting list--:the strategy

of placing handicapped youngsters on a waiting list. .PictUre a wealthy suburban
of

Detroit community with a waiting list for kindergartenohe yeaF. Imagine the

reAction'that the community would have. Waiting lists for special classes
6
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have not been uncommon. That is one way of keeping a youngster out of

Another way to exclilde students that don't comply are suspensions
%
or ex-

pulsions. If they are old enough, they become dropouts. The word "dropout"

shows the power of language. When you say somebody is a dropout, it connotes

certain things. First of all, it suggests there is an action, that the person

did something. H& dropped out of school. Many students are not dropouts;
.

they are push-outs, they are shove-outs. TIlly are students who may have made

0

the best possible decision get out of what may be a very damaging environ- %

ment.for them. But there is not another term, and so, with all of, its negative

conribtations, the students are preSented as being school dropouts. That.is

another way to exclude them from services.

A careful look at exclusion will' disclose certain things. for example,

minorities are pver-represerited in terms of their proportion to the. population.

Also,' adolescent males and poorpeople are over-represented. _Thus, in terms

of till, right to education and exclusion of certain students from that right,

there definitely appears to be class and racial factors thatjapply,here.
'*= 4

.

'A second issue under the right td an education is that the quality of the

program and the pcogress-.bf'the youngsters is not reviewed. Students are

placed in available settings with exci.sting resources. Situations exist where

the boOks that lare,used`marbe left over from the regular classes. Extra and

special purpose items are in'short supply. The support for the program is not
r

. ,

there so the quali °-is.also not there.

AnOther issue der the right to education is that racial minorities and

poor people are ov r-represented in special classes. ,This has been a common

practice over the'yeS, and studies of the compoSition of special classes in
.

-

large cities show that the majority of students are draWn from the. new poor
,

populations that are moving into the city.

1.7

5-
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Another issue under the right to education'is the protection of the
41(

indiOidual rights. This invo ves all aspects .of the movement of yoUngsters-

from a regular classroom into special class without due press and informed

consent, withoUt'a hearing, or without any of the Constitutional safeguards

that'exist. t1 fie courts hold that this is'not permissable and schools must

address the rights of the individual within school settings.

The net issue is the charge that special education not only is not a

'quality program but,, in,fact, that placement in special education classes is

harmful, that it is a dumping ground, a cemetery where we bury the students

that don't fit into our regular programs. The stigina that is attached to

placement in a special education class follows a youngster through his life.

BaSic to. understanding the right to education is that this right of a

^,handicapped child to an'equal eduCational opportunity is guaranteed by law.

The laws have been modified in recent years to guarantee this for all handi-

'capped students and it is the sChool's responsibility to see that the youngsters

N
are served whether they are in the schools -or in an institution. The scho61

.

.

i
'has the responsibility to serve,all children who are in the legal'agerange

.

regardless OL,iplacement. The exclusionary practices of the past are no longer

legal.

In conclusion then, a.f,ew point's must

(special or exceptidhal students, generally

into the usual school pattern for behavior

be emphasized. When we talk about

they are the ones who don't fit

A

or pe'rformance. They are not the

students who diewell in.grammar school and are going to do well in high

school. °Usually, they are not the ones who functioned adequately in grammarN,

school and who go on into business, general or vocational program. Speciaf

needs students are those who really don't fit well and so schools have created

speciarsystems for handling them. That'i the nature,of speckal education end

r7
I
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that is the basis for the whole labeling system. If the yddhgsters who get

caught upiin the system are closely examined, they don't really resemble each

other very closely. they vary from the expected norm that will be tolerated

in the school; vary either intellectually, emotionally, physically or in ,

) terms of behavior or performance. They are students who are different--either

11
they don 't speak English, they aren't white, the may be poor, or they may just

not be happy with the school situation. James Hendon, who talks about what

these students are,,says that all the terms for special kids really just mean
.. .

kids who' can't, Or won't, or don't do things the way the school thinks they

ought to be done. Once labeled as special, the school can pretend that there

is a normal group as well which is served by the custom of the school. The

school's obviout inabklity to satisfy many children then cansbecome natural

since the child is a special child and shouldn't be satisfied by normal

procedures and the school does not need to change its ways at all. It. only

has to create some special, arrangements on the outskirts of'the school to

keep the special, children and the special teachers out of the way.

Currently, teachers, psychologists and others are in the midst of a,

very pervasive movement: school persohnel expect certain things in classes

and they communicate this value throughout the system. The parents often

bring the 'same kind of values to achieve and to fit within the existing school-
el)

4

model. rthe psychologist and the counselor may respond by encouraging less

Well behaved or poor performing studentsintp*ecial programs or out of school,

and tlpis whole process protects the school frOM the challenge to its competence

that these children make. It is difficult to overcome this orientation. School

persohhel must see themselves part of-the situation--as part of the problem.

As a professional in the field, one pf the things that it is hardest to

deal with is my own personal res onsibilities.- My concern here is I don't
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ever want to assume.a posture of "What do I do to-stay out of cdtrt?" That

is too negative. To me, a better question is whatkinds of things do I do

to insure that the rights of the youngstermnd their families I am serving

are safeguarded.

Our 'defense is in. the exteht to which we believe in the individuality

he perpon that we are assessing. If is related to the extent to which

we
/
are willing to protect the rights of that child, that student, and to

. .

c nsider an ecological view. of the problem. We are not assessing a situation

at resides in the ihdividual.but rather the result of the intaction
.

between the student, the school environment, and the remainder of that stu-

dent's environment. It is only,when all of these factors are considered,

/when parents are fully informed and involvqd, when the focus is on the needs

of the student rather than those of the system, when an ongoing dialogue is

/ maintained between the school and,thellome:, and when professionals recognize

their own limitations when deali g with particular students, ihata reduction
A

in litigation may occur.

t
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PROCEDURAL PROBLEMS IN CONDUCTING AN EDUCATIONAL

PLANNING'AN PLACEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING AND A SPECIAL

EDUCATION HEARING FROM AN ADVOCATE'S PERSPECTIVE,

. ,
INTRODUCTION)

The adoption*of the Michigan Special Educatigh Cbde has resulted

in many substantive changes in special education services and practices.

The Code'has lso created .a new cast of characters in-the area of special

-education. Perhaps the least recognized members of this new cast are

the parent advOcates. This paper Addresses the procedural.aspects of

special education from the, perspective of an.advocate. As an-a*cate

I have had the opportunity to observe the specjal education process from

a somewhat unique perspective which I believe can be of assis)ince to

educators in refining procedures in special education.

I would like to direct my remarks to three areas:

°(1) some observations on the significance of the
Special.Education.Code

(2) an analysis of problems of due process hearings
in education

(3) and finally I Would like to sequentially trace
the special education placement processand
outline some of my concerns with the procedures.

I. Some Observations on the Significances of the Special Education Code

glOP-
. From the perspective of an advocate, there are many aspects of the

`Special Education Code which represent significant educational advance-

ments. One of the most important is the provision for parental involvement.

&rican education formany years has been considered 'a closed system:**
4

Educatbrs believed, for various reasons, that. too much involvement by

parents and outsiders would necessarily result in a diminution of their

-27-
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1' control. over educa on without a'corresponding benefit in the quality

of the educatianal,process. Consequently, a large number'of parents

were sold the ideal that the best forms of parental involvement were

' through voting for the levy o mills or the traditional P.T.A. activities

of parents' nights and bake cod sales culminating in the purchase of

various paraphernalia for the building. But parental involvement is a

broader and"more viable concept. It includes the sharing of infor-

mation between the parent and the school, the detailed discussion of
c

that informatiOn, joint responsibility for prograMmatic determinations,

and a recognition that parents must reinforce the child's school program'

in the home. The Special Education Code pz'ovides the necessary framework

for this type of intensive parental involveMent; and it is through the

exploration. of this .type of involvement that_we'wi 1 ultimately find
.

(I
,

sound approaches to the question,of accountability in special education.

The provision for parental involvement also calls for a "system of

joint decision making by educational specialists and the parents," A

system of joint decision-making is important in two.aspects'. First, because

it provides for a systematic decision-making scheme,Which can be easily

implemented and independently reviewed; and

parents as an integral part of that sy em.7

,second, because it include&

Both of these help -to protect

the interest of the child through the parent.

77-
Another significant aspect of the Code is the recognition that sit-

uations invariable will' arise where the parents and educators cannot

7'
).1146h accord on,a satisfactory educational plan for the child. In such

situations Ole Code.adopt; a state -wide due process procedure for an
.," ov

z -28-
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impartial hearing that culmihates with an"appeal to the state super -

intendent of-public instruction. Through the hearing and appeal,

procedure parents should be able to test ,the validity of the school's

decision with_the assurance that they will receive'a full and-fair
.

hearing of their concerns.

A In addition to mandating a due p ocesg hearing and appeal at the

request of the parents, the Code allows parents to,Utilize lay advocates

or attorneys to assist them with the hearing and requires the school to

notify parents of organizations
,/ t '

the community that will assist them'

in preparing forthe_hearing and esenting their side of the case.

Although I will comment more fully on the use of,advocates at a later

'point, suffice it to say thatisuch a system has'the potential for.afford-
, \i

ing maximum protection to the, student and parents by assuring that place-

'ment and programming decisions are educationally sound and procedurally

fair.
IP

I have reserved for last, what I consider to be t
/

most sigdifi-

cant educational aspect of the code ---not so much from the perspective

of an advocate, but from th

I
perspectil'e of one deeply concerned with

the educational welfare of students -- and that is the requirement for

a written curriculum plan baSed upon individual performance objectives

for each student in accordance with his/her needs in the cognitive,

affective, and psychoMotor domains (340.1733(b)). I feel that it is

significant because it will prevent the type of.mass programming now

pervading educ ational institutions .wh ichignores the needs and

abilities of the child, frustrates the creative teacherYand results'

.

in learning only by.coincidence. Individualized curriculum plans and

..
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Ay.
performance objectives are an educational Affirmation of student indi-

II

viduality and personality. They require teachers to interact more

closely with the student'as a total human being with educational needs

that are distinctly different from every other student: They also

offer educators an opportunity to exper,ience teaching within a forial
.

system of individualized instruction and learning which will aid in the

refinement and expansion of the concepts for more generalized utilization.

It is difficult to deny the"validity of the view that the educa--

4

tional decision - making process of the Special Education Code iiia
2

special process for children with special needs.' However, .in a broader'

ense that decision-making process has potentials for all children. I

elieve that these potentialities are beginning to be recognized And

ted upon. I am referring to the present discussion in the state of

N w Jersey. Last year the state's sChoolfinance system was invalidated

on the grounds that itcdenied equal protection of toe law. What is being

suggested as a. possible alternative is'a system Similar to our Special

,Education Code whereby, on a statew ide basis, each student!' program is

,-----
100V

determined by the equivalent of'an EPPC with,procedural safegrounds

siiilar to our Code's. The provision of state fun ds is-then based on

programming and series required by each student. While such a system

may well be beyond the present. capabilities of New Jersey or Michigan

44

or any state, it is, nevertheless, a direction'to explore as we continue

to evaluate and implement the Michigan Special Education Code. ,
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I
II. Problems in Providing Due

4
Process Hearings in Education

Dyer the pa t twenty years, the courts and legislatures in this

country have increasingly 'found it necessary to, intervene in the

operatiOnaof public schools with declarations of legal requirements

for educational-practices. Consequently, educational policies and
4111'

,practices have been more profbundly influenced by. tile law than by

educational philosophy or theory., 'While the desirability of this legal

involvement can be discussed ad infinitum from varying educational,

legal, and political P§rspectives,,hat remains is the pradtical

problems of4how to comply with the letter and spirit of thoselaws.

/
Within the past few months there. has been several new legal

, .

devplopments affecting education-1 'The Educational Rights and Privacy

Act, governing student records; the Stpreme Court-decision in eoss v. ,1

Lopez dealing with. shot -term suspentions; and Woodsy. Strickland deal- I

ihg with schooi'board m 's liability for'violacions of students'

rights. Thete is a common thread 'throughout all of these develOpments --

they all ccincitn the hearing rights of-students and parents. When these

developments 'in the area of hearings,are a ded to the existing special.

education apd expulsion hearings, one mu econclude that schools and

parents will be involved in several different
I

types of hearings. While

these hearings will beto'determ4ne ed ional rights, they are,nonetheless

legal.in nature. The imposition of a requirement for aue process hearings
49,... .

places a legal burden, both upon, the' school and the parents.

The school's underlying burden is its responsibility foE'providing

hearing off4Fers to condtct the hearings. To a certain extent the local,,

7
.

, districts and the state board of education have'miscalculated the nature
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of that responsibility by assuming no special skills are necessary to

r A
conduce a hearing. However, the hearing officer-must not only be

knowledgeable of the mandated procedure, but must also understand his/her

role in conducting a hearing, th0 process of weighing evidence, how to

reach a decision and how to prepare a written statement of finding of

facts and conclusions of law. There are difficult tasks even for those

trained in the law. To assume that any person who is fair-minded and

impartial can adequately perform that*fuAction is to do violence 4o the

concept of due process and to make a travesty df the hearing procedure.

I am not suggesting that these lawyer-like tufictions ?re beyond the

capabilitids of the average administrator. I simply suggest the need
4

for training and screening of those who will perform that function.

q
More specifically, I am propo that a trainingprogram be established

so that districts can train personnel to perform that function effectively.

The burden that due process hearings place upon parents is quite

different but related, and it'is illustrated by theBpecial Edu tion

Code. The Code recognizes the need and provides for assistance to the

parents through advocates. -Furthermore, the.Code requires theischool

district to inform the parents of organizations to assist parents in.pre-

paring for a hearing. And finally, the Code provides a due, process

scheme for the protection of parents and*udents. But such protons

are illusoty in that skilled advoCates are generally unavailable to

parents unless they are able and willing, to retain privatcounsel. To

combine an unskilled hearing officer with a parent c4ith only a minimal

understanding of procedure and.nd skills in advocacy is to humble a very

-32-
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noble and worthwhile concept. There is a genuine need to begin to '

develop training programs for advoCates and to institutionali2e their

Utilization.

Basically, I think the solution to the Problem of law and education,

especially as it relates to hearings, is in.training-the key people who

will participate so_that they are killed in their task and knowledgeable

about' procedures. And it is through this skill arid knowledge that we

will arrive at the and accurate decisions that we all desire.

Sequential Examination of the Special Education Placement
Concerns of the Advocate

I would like t.y.,devote the remainder of my presentation to a sequential:

'examination of the special education process, highlighting some of re

Process:

problems that I have 'encountered as an advocate.
MM.

If I may digress for a moment, I think that it is important to

mention briefl)kwhat I consider to be my functO.on as an advOcate. At the

4
hearing stage the advocate has the obvious function of vigorously represent-

ing the interest of the parents in much the same manner as an attorney

would represent a client. BlIt the lay advacAte in the educational sAtting

has the additional responsibility of educating the parent by explaining

procedures and policies, and helping the parents cognize the avail-

able alternatives and the possible consequences of each. Once a decition

is made by the-parents, the advocate vigorously represents the parents

through presentation ofievidence, refutation of opposing positions, qu@s-
---,

1

,tinning of witnesses, and the argument of procedural and substantive

issues. Because I view the role of the advocate in such broad terms, I

have had no occasion to wander outside the purely procedural areas into

*141,33-
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some that are basically educational. Although I view these areas as

*
educational, they are critically important to the preservation of pro-

)

cedural safeguards of parents and, consequently, of-the utmost concern

1

for the advocate.

Before moving into my sequential examination I would like to comment

on one issue that will effect many procedural'aspects.of.special

education -- student records. Under the new Family Educational Rights

and Privacy Act it will be necessary for. the school to develop policies

covering therelease of information. It is important that local and

intermediate districts pay special attention to their speciiloeducatiod

responsibilities as policies are developed pursuant to the Act. Although

time does not permit a detailed analysis o£ the policy implications, a

couple of the issues to be considered include;

-- Relationship between localand intermediate districts

Does the Act require local districts to obtain parental .

consent beftore transferring records to the intermediate

district? Or must they simply notify the parents of the
transfer?

Additiorially, local and intermediate districts should make'sure that

those persons who.will be acting as hearingOfficers are included within

the class of school personnel, who have legitimate educationak interest -so

that records can 'be released to theni'.without consent.
loft*

These-are-but a few of heIspecial education Considerations that

should be included in developing record policies. Additional information,

pertaining to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act id, available

by writing to the Program for Educational Opportunity.

34-
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A. Suspicion of Need

Contrary to the provisions of the Special Education Code, I believe

thatthe need for the advocate begins much earlier than the hearing

stage. The first area. that will merit scrutiny by the advocate is the

initial step which I refer to as the "suspicion of need stage:". At
4414

-this stage someone in-the school suspects that the- hild may be in need

of special education services. As an:advocate my attelhion will focus

upon what occurs on the basis of that suspicion. More specifically; is

\ry
there a procedure, known to building personpel, for acting upon such a

suspicion that includes:

1) who'to inform of the problem

2) documentation of problem

3) documentation of any attempts by the teacher to
solve the problem_

,

4) the objective evaluation:of the problem by an
impartial specialist 4 -

5) otificition of parents.

*
Idthe absehc%ipf These' or similar procedures, the adttocate should con-

sider the case'sUdpect and proceed :Cautiously..

A very serious problem at this stage of the process is the issue

of suspension. The Code provides 'that the Superintendent of the locale-

district is responsible for making'changes in the status, of handicapped .

persons except where section 340:298(c) or 340.613 of the Michigan
==

,

.,,-------,
.

'Compiled Laws are applicable, in which case-ther/ntermeai4e Superinten-

dent is responsible. The critical section is 340.613 which states:

I

\,
P
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Sec. 613. Expulsions of children; handicapped, evaluating.

The board may 'authorize or order the- suspension or expulsion
from school of a pupil guilty of gross'misdemeanor or per-
sistent disobedience When in its judgment the interest of the
school'may demand it. If.here is reasonable cause to believe'
that the pupil is handicapped, -and the local school district
has not evaluated the pupil in accordance with rules of t1
state board, the pupil'shall be evaluated immediately by th
ifttermediate_district of which the local school district is
constituent in accordance with section 298c.

To begin with, I have serious doubts as to the intent of this provision.
o

If it is a good faith effort to get necessary services for children, it

possibly is acceptable. But if that is .tie case, then I do not understand

Nwhy the school is notiadhibited from suspending the student until after

the evaluation; if it is a good faith effort, why aren't,protections built
. 1

in so that a student may prevent evaluation based upon'such a nebulous

standard as reasonable cause? Afterseeing froM first-hand experience, some 4

of the trivia1zconduct for which students are suspended, I think the'only

way to prevent abuse of this broad power is to require the school to stay

the suspension decision until after an evaluation. I do not believe tht

it is in any way justified to suspend a student,who may be in need of special

education services.

A ' B. Diagnostic Decision

The next step that attracts my attention is the diagnostic. decision:
,

This area is a particularly difficult one for me because I do not have train-
..

ing in educational or psychological testing and I am generally suspiCious

of standarized tests. The problem becomes even More acute when dealing with

a situation where the child is racially or culturally different and the

.

suspicion relates to a p ssible learning disability or emotional impairment.
/,.

. . . . t

Nit
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Paranoia aside, however, the primary function of the advoAte is to ask

some basic questions:

1) Has there been compliance with intermediate-
district plan?

2) At what level and by whom was diagnostic decision made?

3) Were parents.consulted?

4) Did the parents consent?

5) What type of diagnostic evaluations were requested and
can provide information relating tb alleged problem?

6) Who conduced the evaluations?

7),Is the reliability.of instruments usedfoi? the child being
evaluated?

Beyond asking these basic questions the advocate should seek the assistance

of a trained specialist.

C. Appointment of Committee

The next area of concern is the appointment of the EPPC. The Special

Education Code requires that the Superintendent of the 'local district appoint

the EPPC, which shall consist of at least four members including:
._/

i) a representa ve of administrative personnel

) a representative of..instructional personnel

4

3) a representative of diagnostic personnel

4) and the parents.

e Code offers no guides regarding themaximum number of school staff that

can be appointed. However, school districts should carefully consider the.

.
issue d attempt to restrict the committee to 3 or 4 professionals. If

-//
other pers

4

el are needed they `should be invited to ings on

ad hoc basis t offer information. The Stacking of the committee with t
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many professionals has the tendency to overwhelm the average parents-

and may impede the full participation of the parents. In a smaller

group setting it is easier for the parents to establish rapport with

the members and feel comfortabi

their conCerns.

in asking questions and expressing

Although the Code does not speak to the issue, there should be a

mechanism for the parents to challenge the appointment of any' perton

to the committee. If there are. persons whom the parents', for any reason,,

feel uncomfortable with, it is more efficient for that person to be re-

placed so that conflicts do not arise that will obstruct the successful

completion of the committee's tasks. This suggestion is not intend ed to

constitute parental appointment of the committee. However, under the

structure.provided by the Code the only people who are not expendable are

the parents.: So, in cases of parental objection, it is not unreasonable
,

for theschooi, to replace any of the three required professionals.

A related issue at this stage is specifically informing the parents

of who has been appointed to the committee anelimiting the` meeting to

those persons. Many districts, in the letter requesting parental par-.

ticipation4 will inform the parents of who the othemembers of the

committee will be. I think this is,a good practice for districts If

the district feels it is necessary to have other staff persons'at a par-

ticular meeting, they should notify the parents in advance. Npthing can

be' more upsetting than to walk into a room expecting four people and

finding ten. If ethe parents are already apprehensive'about the EPPG, such

unexpected occurrences can change that apprehension into mistrust.

ti
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In relation to the problem of parent apprehensiveneSsjor mistrust

of the EPPC process, one way to allay such fears is the designation of

a staff liaison person' for the'parents. If the district would designate

.at some stage before the initial meeting of the EPPC astaff member to

act as liaison, that person could perform several functions. He/she could,

be the individual staff member responsible for all communications to

parents, responsible for inforMing the parents of the purpose and process
.

0

ofthe EPPC and &nswering any questions that the patents have. The liaiipn

could alsoalso be a central informational point for other.Staff members, as

diagnostic and other inforMatidh is gathered by designated personnel.

Finally, the liaison could be the familiar face necessary for parents to

5
begin to establish trust.

One final point about the 6ommittee appointment stage. Although I

have mixed feelidgS about discussions concerning a child's placement by

school personnel without the pakents, I do think that some discussion is

necessary to setup an agenda for the meetings; to make sure that the

necessary information has been gathered; And to begin to focus the issues

so that a cogent presentation of information can by made. If the professional

staff members are unaware c* what the issues are and have no sense of

direction, then the meetings wirltend to confuse the parents rather than

assist them in making a decisiorf.

-39-
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DIK 'Conduct of EPPC

c-One of the major deficiencies of the Code is the failure to provide

specific,procedures for the conductof EPPC meetings. The absence ore

specific procedure raises several 'issues for the advocate:

1) Does the parent have a right to bring an advocate to the
meetings? The section of the Code dealing with represen-
tation discusses advocatep in the context of a hearing.

' No mention'is made of theight to an advocate at the EPPC
meetings. However, I have been allowed on several occasions
to appear-with the parents at the EPPe and have generally
had the cooperation of the school. I believe this to be a
sound practice. If the parents feel the need for an advocate
at this stage, there. is little reason for the school to resist
such an attempt. The EPPC is a critical stage of the place-
ment process. By allowinglan advocate at this stage the school
may be able to resolve matters in the relative calm of a
conference atmosphere 'rather than in an adversarial hearing.

?) Should the school make a complete__ record of'EPPC_meetings?
The Code only requires the school to make a complete record
at the hearing stage. It is the common practice of many
committees to appoint a secretary who takes notes and pre-
pares minut This practice may serve the purpose for a
majority of cas However, when discrepancies arise-
concerning whit t k place at the meeting,or the accuracy
of the minutes,the is no way to resolve them. If the
resolution of'those di crepancies is critical to the out-
come,of the hearing or ppeal, it is difficult to establish
the facts. A possible solution is to tape the EPPC and to
prepare the minutes from the tapes. At the end of the EPPC
prodess, if accepts the recommendition,the tapes
can be destroyed. If the parent rejects the reiconnendation,
the tapes are available for the parent and advocate to pre-
pare their case.

3) Is the parent required to provide interpreters for_parents
it'the EPPC? the Code speaks only to the issuelPfin-
terpreters for evaluation purposes. However, interters

"may still be required under Title VI or other federafl-
legislation. Most schools, however, willingly provide
interpreters when necessary. e

4) How are the recommendations on eligibility placement reached? %

,The Code'qives little guidance in'the area of how the
various committee decisions are made; whether it is by voting

-40-
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and if so, by a simple majority or 2/3 majority or somet
alternative method. I am not sure how to resolve this
problem but I would suggest that every possible altern-
ative be used prior to a resort to voting. The
committee, by its very nature, must'include a majority

\ of school personnel and.to resort to a vote, especially
where there is sharp, disagreement, gives the appearance
of a sham. The ultimate' solution to thisproblem may
have to -be in some type of,neggtiations model where

z there is burden on committees to'attempt to negotiate
problems before recourse to a hearing.

5) DOes the school have an obligation to present alternative
programs? The Code clearly obliges them to do so. After
the committee ha* determined the eligibility issue, there
remains the issue ofPlacement. It is here that Itelieve
that school personnel can be most helpful to paren s by-
using their expertise to present the, alternative types of
programming whibh will meet the dhild'sneeds also jonside
ing the parents: input as to the various progrAMs bas
on 4e parents' expertise.'Hopefully, through'the merging
of ese expertise, a sound'program can be developed for,.
the student.

Two additional comments which do not necessarily relate to defi-

ciencies of the Code but to more generalized concerns. Pirst,I would

like to strongly urge the appointment or selection of a chairperson for

the committee and the active assumption of the role by that person.
-.,

If the members of the committeesrecognize that there is a cairperson,
,

it may aid in resolving conflicts especially when two or more antagonists
..

.s .,

threaten to disrupt the meeting by dealing with personalities and.not issues.

Second, I would like to'suggest the use of agendas by the committees so

that members may formulate a, sense of direction and the chairperson may

use it as device for directing,the discussion of the'-issues;
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E. Notice to Parents

Most districtsave not encountered problems in terms of informing,

parents concerning the placement. However,* I strongly urge that the
-

notice include all the elements outlifted by the Cdde, which includes a

description of tke-prdposed action and information about hearing, rights.

*ft

*,
1) Description of proposed action. In some situations it may

be unclearto the parents exactly what the recommendatiofi
of the EPPC was. To simply refer the parents back to the

. recommendation of the committee may be confusing.
recommend a 'full statement Of the proposed action and the
underlying eligibility determination.

2) Informing parents of hearing rights. If the district
does not have any sort of parents' handbook explaining
hearing rights, then the school should develop some'tyge
of statement outlining those rights in understandable .6
language and emphasizing' he time deadlines., Because of
the problems of a lack of advocates mentioned earlier,,
the "school thould also request that the parents notifyy,
themrif they wish the assistance of an advocate and cannot -t

locate one. The school°may be:able to further assist the.
..,.parents in the search.

r.

An additional consideration in this stage elatesPto program changes.

In the period provided for the patents to respond it'is,important to
.

remember that changes in programming cannotbe made under the Code.

This fact should be made Blear to all building ltvel personnel who have

responsibility for the child's present-educational programming.

F. Hearing Decisions by Parents

Although this stage of the process is normally not one inwhich

4:

the school is involved, a couple of points on the advocate's role may

be helpful to you. First,I will normally attempt to discuss the decision.

with the parents and offer my suggestions. I try to consider and,peesent

two factors:

47



1) the suitability of the recommendation

,2) procedural compliance.

Sometimes, even though theApommendation is acceptable, procedural

irregularities are so flagrant that careful consideration Must.be given

to requesting a healing to establish those violations. This is usually

a very weighty decision for the parents and'the advocate. But in certain

instances after weighing all the factors -- the acceptability of the

recommendation, the possible inconvenience to ,,the parents, and the

Potential for postponing necessary services to the child -- it isnec ssary

o pursue a hearing'to establish that the procedure is as important as

the result. I mention this situation because the intent is often mis-

understood by educators. But I feel i% is important to do so.

The other factor .which I would like,to men on briefly is, the consen't

form and to stress the importance of having-forms that are understanaablf

and making sure that parent understand what they are signing.' ,Although I

was.not personally involved, I have'been informed of several occasions

where parents thought they were sighing an apprOvaI'othe minutes and

instead signed a hearing waiver.

,, .
One last, point on this stage,

.
It is unclear from the Code what exactly

it,

-,

must be included,in a letter requesting a hearing. Probably a parent could

simply-say, "I hereby require a hearing," and, it would beezuffibient. But:

I would suggest that the schools provide a hearing request form to parents
» .

.

Nhich contains information about the grounds for the hear'ing. While such a

form could not be used V? limit- the issues raised at a hearing, it Would

be useful .in stimulating the parents to think through their objections, and.
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a.

\it would provide a hearing officer with a general notion of what-the
.

. ,
. se .

.

. 'issues are. This would allow some time prior to the hearing to research

the issue, which would expedite the decisional process.

G. Hearing.

The two primary issues in the hearing tagec'Le hearing process

and authority of hearing officer.
p.

.

The Special Education Code outlines an a equate scheme of pro-

cedural rights but does not specify the procedure for the hearing.

But several problems May arise, including.:

1) Is the school required or allowed to send a representative?,0922'
If so, who represents or presents th school's position?
Can it be an attorney?

2) Which party has the burden of proof?

.40
3) What is the order of presentation of evidence?

4) Can the parents request that witnesses-4 present,
only when offering evidenoe?

The second problem at the hearing stage is what is,the authority

of the hearing officer in terms of granting relief. It is not clear

ip

A
0 to me whether the hearing officer is limited to sustaining or rejecting,

the EPPC recommendation, or if (s)he can fashion a program and order a

placement on his/her own initiative, or if the hearing officer is limited

to. decidirig on the issues raisedlby the parents, of if he/she can,order

the EPPC to start all over( or prohibit the school from starting arther.
r 4

sos

- EPPC.
4

Such issues may seem at first glance unimportant, but to the .

advocate the resolution of such issues is critical for developing -strat-
,

_.

egies for presenting a case or even the.more basic ,issue of deciding-the

value of Initiating a hearing.

4

,
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H. Decision by Hearing Officer,
4

The decision by the hearing officer is important tq the,advocate

in terms of a.possible appeal. trhe Code requires the hearing'officer

to make findings of lacts'andsbnclusions of law. Findings-of fact

include all issues of fact positid by the parties and not justta selected

portion of them. This is a difficult task for the hearing officer when

there is no established procedure 'for conducting the hearing, but the

.obligation to provide' finding of factsisclear; and the, failure to ao

7

'so may, severely, restrict the possibility of effective appe nd should

t '

be guarded Against.

Appeal to the State Superintendent

Generally the issues discussed earlier in,the context of the local

hearing offi apply also to the ,decision ofthe state superintendent
4 ,

or.hIs designee. However`, an additional concern in the appeal Context
0

-0,

is whi rocedfire is to be utilized. For some time assumed that the

. y . .
.

_

procedures fro:om Rule 24 weres4pp1cableineoto. But Rule 1725 of the
.

. . Nit . , A , g , °. -61 -

Code sp tfically states that
e 0

1
.. .-

.

.

"The deadlines for appeal to ,and deci °sion b
hearing officer as ,set fortii,in Rule, 24 shal

,apply. in appals to the 'suped" ndent of publ
instruction." at

My interpretation of this language that!Only,the deadlines from Rule

. 41P
24 are applicable and not the procedures. A349.291 ofAhe Michigan

Administrative Rules outlines a comprehensive procedure for hear ings by

the state superintendent. That pacedure conflicts in several respects

with the Code. If that procedure lsvto govern the hearing before the
.ar

state thperintendent, then parents shlld be notified of that fact so

that they may properly prepare for t hearing. 'Q..
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Conclusion

, These are, some of the issues and concerns that face the advocate.

They are by rio means the entire scope of special education.' Beyond'the

stage of final appeal. to the State Superintendent, there remains the

other and more difficult stages of providing the educational services,

4
whici is what the procedure is all about. I hope that my attention to

the problemmatic aspects of procedures has not obscured the fact that

thelreal issue is quality education for special needs children. Develop-

ing good procedural practices, I believe, should serve to refoCUs our

attention upon the quality of those services. I hope that my comments

will be of assistave to you in moving towards that goal.

4

. 4: 5 1
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PARES INVOLVEMENT IN DIAGNOSTIC. TESTING

Since the passage of PA 198 in Michigan, and especially since the passage

of PL 94-142 st-the federal level, parents must join professionals in making

educational classification and placemat decisions about their child.: Often,

parents have not had a formal opportunity for giving input into the Placement
\

and classification process until the latter stages of that,process, if not

actually the last stage. In all too many instances, the Educational Planning

and Placement-Comm±ttee Meeting (EPPC) is the first opportunity parents have

to try. to come to mutual decisions with professionals.. In this process,

parents are at a great disadvantage since: (1) they ordinarily do not know

the educational resources available'and have limited, if any, first hand--7

observation of their child in the educational setting;*and (2)' they are not,-

familiar with the psychological testing instruments from which critical

S

classification and placement data are obtained. I would like to argue that
#

it is essential to forMally bring parents into the -process long before the/

meeting, and I will suggest that an optimal time for

in the actual diagnostic tellOg itself.

final dedision-maiiing

parent involvement, is

In 'order to alk about my moders of family involvement in a-child "diag-
.

nosis-classif ement" process it

familiar concepts of standardized testing.

a controlled testing context:' for example,

s first necessary to review some

Standardized testing necessitates

the room, materials, order-of

presentation, and examiner instAtctions are uniformly prwribed. With the

testing context held cons amt, variations in child performance should ideally
A

be attributable to differential responses to specific test items mediated by.,

differential intellective-cognitive abilities. There is, however, much

evidence indiOating_that children vary tremendously in their reactions to the

5-3.



standardized testing situation itself, and that these differential responses,

"7-4-"e based on experiential, emotional, and motivational differences, affect per-

formanceformance outcomeon test items. In addition, the individual child is a stihm=

lus with tremendous demand characteristics who impacts differentially on

different diagnosticians, despite the diagnostician's attempts to adhere to

the standardized "scipt." The testing situation is therefore, a complicated

interaction between a child who brings uniqu eritnces, expectations, and

. .

responses and a diagnostic examiner who,also brings unique experiences,

expectatidns and responses. The test is a tool around which this very complici-
v

.ted interaction takes, place. Also, the tools themselves (different tests

1
and test items) change the'context_of the interaction. The diagnostician's

very difficult problem is to figure out why the child. performed the wax; Iv

or she did in this very.complicatdd situation.

Standardized testing is traditionally designed to minimize the impact of

the individual differences of examiner and child. It is my opiniom that we

should try to maximize these factors to learn more about an individual child.

This involves' spontaneously changing the.standardizedlesting routine to

orchestrate new interactions with the child in responseto,the ongoing dialogue

between the particiOnts. In-other words, in order to understand the ind*vidual

child we have to capitalize on these individual differences. By using our own

emationaland immediate reaction's to the child we can utilize the ongoingsit-

Yc'uation to bring out these factors more early. This involves the diagnostician
.

, .

more personally and actively in the diagnostic relationship, and this type of
,... 0.6

(

.

,--
.

.*active involvement car" some personal risks to the professional. For example,
. ' ----.

. ,

if you have a test with a sat "script," it tells you how to "be" with the child,
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and this is comfortable to us. Ars is particularly true when the children

that we may'be'asked to "be with" do not respond to us in ways we might expect

(e.g., they may be antagonistic, unresponsive or Uncooperative). The set

testkng routine gives us something to do and a way of feeling competent despite

the puzzling 'responses from the' child. This reliance on the tool bften
N)

ti
obscures the diagnostician's conceptions and understanding 9f the unique aspects

of that particular interaction.

In summary, to be responsive to the uniqueness of each p rticular inter-
.

action, the diagnostician must be ready to vary' the standard testing

routine. The testing situation, therefore, becomes a "non tandardized" use of

a standardized test
1

. All diagnosticians engage in this behavior to some degree,

but most diagnostAcians have notin my opinion, internalized a notion of non-
.

standardized testing as the major diagnostic role in their attempts at:under-
"

standing the individual child. The Amekican Psychological Association, the

American Education Research Association, and th9 National Council of Measure-

ment in Education haye stated in professional guidelines that, in order to
4 ' %

understand1 the individual case; a diagnostic examiner may not have'to rigidly

follow testing procedures and would probably have to embellish them.' More

strongly, they have stated that the exploration of an individual case is

different than standardized testing. While there is much in the way of specific

guidelines for standardized norm-referenced' testing, there is very little in

the way of guidelines for non-standardized testing needed'to understand the '

% .
. i

.

individual 'case. The diagnostician- who is most often called upon to test the
. .

individual rather than td collect group norms is, therefore,, left to his or her

pclinical intuition.

0
1
This will be referred to'simply as non-standardized testing for the

remainder of this presentation.
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Within a framework of non-standardized testing, the, introduction of parents
N.

into the diagnostic testing context as observers it seen as one viable means of

changing the diagnostic context to enhance the study of the individual child.

Tikkpotential.gains "from"family observation of thetesting process include the

following: (1) Parents become exposed to and more. familiar with the instruments

by which classificattion,and placement decisions are made for their child. This

has obvious-due procePs implications. Furthermore, they have aohance, on the

spot,to add interpret4tions or clarifications, from their point of-

may aia\the diagnostician in formulating a more accurate appraisal

significance and meaning of the child's performance in the testing

vigq, that

of the

situation.

t2) By comparing perception oa shared. event (i.e., the diagnostic testing)

the diagnostician is, in a better position to understand the family milieu

which has shaped the expectations- and the emotional and motivational sets of .

this child. (3) A.meaningful dialogue is started betWeen the professional and
. .

parent.around a,shared concrete event which should enhance the ability of-both

parties to better understand the Viewpoint of''"others.", and to lead to more
,

comfortable an0 productive communication between parent and professional ift the
O

0 .

more formal vehicle of ifiteractionat the Educational Planning and
)..t

. \

Placement Committe

Another model

meetings.

of family involvement includes the active participation of

parents in testing Of their own children. In my own workI have developed

and refined tasks and instrument! appropriate for parental administration. In

addition to the above-mentioned gains from 'Parental observation of the9diag-
,

3
0

nostic process, parental testing of, their own children gives_the diagnostician

.

an opportunity to directly'observe sequenced of parent -child interactions

around learning and performance Items. For many children, particularly those
r.

a
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children' with significant developmental problems, we have found that parent

testing tends to optimize child performance. With some families, however,

parental testing interfers with optimal child performance. .Under these

circumstances, parental testing of their own children does allow the diagnos-
o

ician an opportunity not only for better understanding of the nature of mal-
6 0 o

adaptive parent-child interaction,but.also for immediate intervention in the

49, form Of corrective instruction and/or modeling.

I am currently working with a third model of family involvement in which
0

families and their children go through an initial diagnostic procedure without

a diagnostician actually being present. Having carefully and systematically

developed procedures waft allow,families to comfortably and'productively carry

c4aon diagnostic activities on their own, we are ,r the' position to systematL

ically assess the impact of t resence.or absence of the diagnostician on

the quantity and quality of the initial diagnostic data. Although this.mddel
.

, .

is obviously a research model focusing on. the clinical process, it has some
.

. .
,.....-,..

implications for practical diagnostic work. Fdr example, our initial study'

has documented tie competence and insight with which family members are_able"

to carryut their diagnostic tasks. It is my opinion thatoftentimes

typical diagnoptid procedures do not allow familieS and their children to show

their competencies. Most often thediagnostician i le tobelte that it
"

is his skillful' probing that has lekto insightful responses from the parents

and children. Unfortunately, the-traditional diagnostic process puts,thp

s into-a passive position vis-a-vis that of the diagnostician. Sur-.

prisingly, families have described the "automated" diagnostiC model'in which. .

I
no diagnostician is present as a more :'personal" and "giving" experience than

/ .
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their previous diagnostic experiences. The diagnostician must, thekefore,.
examine the ways in which routine diagnostic processes can be restructured to

t
acknowledge. family competencies and to encourage tleir.expression.

The models resented may not, at first glance, appappea to have direct

_,applicability to problems of dihgnosis in the schools. I believe, however,

4119..5 my experiences and findings, even othough they are trom a diffeient setting
. . .. .

than that of the school diagnostician, can be used as a starting point for

. ,

some creative thinking and that is the purpose of the ensuing discussion pe iod.

1
.

"' QUESTION:

Does not every diagnostician, after learning the rudiments of t

. administration, engage in non-standardized testing? What is new about

what you are saying?'

RESPONSE:

What guidelines does the individual diagnostician have for answering

questions such as, "How far do Igo? Howmuch can I vary this test?

How do I vary thiS situation' systematically sb that I can properly assess
t

its impact? I feel that diagnosticians "play down" this element of

their performance perhaps partly because there are no clear.professional

guidelines for these activities.

QUESTION:

It

411

How do you report your non - standardized testing results?

RESPONSE:

In a testing report I might say something like the following: "In

an infOrmal presentation of. the Leiter International Performance Scale

by his mother, Johnny performed approximately at a mental age equivalent

of five years of age." Thuso I have-qualified the findings on several

1.



'accounts, and clarified the context under which the testing was conducted:

QUEST/ON: 0'
s

I woad be concerne )cl from the point of view that you later have parents'

that attempt to teach the children tests and-become very concerned about_

those items.

RESPONSE:

This is som&thing about-which to be concerned. liOpefully, the procegs

of interaction between professional and parent will encourage the expression

of parental anxieties so that ;hey can be handle8. ,I have had parents ask.

to come bhck and repeat the testing. This,may reflect an inappropriate v'e

anxiety but sometimes it might be quite appropriate. For example, some-
'

times parents are sensitively attuned to the interdhl physiological
.

_

environment of their child which, often times, can affect performance.

Parents may be very accurate in suggesting that testing at'another time

could yield different results. On the other hand, parental concerns may

reflect underliyng anxieti and the diagnostician has the obligation to

confront these concerns to help parents reassess their own '*rspectives.

The diagnostician must be wilting and able to-deal with the possible

reactions people might have in response to involvement during the diag-

nostic process. ,

QUESTION:

What types of children or *families would be most appropriate for

these models? W* haven't you considered asking the children if they

wanted their parents present, and asking parents if they wish to observe,

let. alone participate, with their child?
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RESPONSE:

ft

r

This methodology might be particularly helpful in the case in which

,you know in, advance that there are differential perceptions of the child's-
.

problem.this might involve'different perspectives between parents and

the school personnel or differential perception between family members.

I don't ask the participants to decide if they wish to participate in

this activity. I strongly recommend their participation in the activity

for, on the basis of my experience, this has been a positive experience

for most parents pnd children. It may be, for eXiiMple, exactly the parent

who says he or she wishes not to observe the.Child participate in the
z.

diagnostic interaction who

the ChildLA diffiCulties.

could most benefit from°observing directly

One thing I want to mention is the importance of inStructing and
+,

+

preparing.all parents carefully for their role in, observing or partaking

0
in the diagnostic process.' I try"to explain tp families exactly what

we will be doing and why. I -Pointiout to parents that they 'have-good

,information abOut their chiid,o that they live with that child and are

experts in their own milieu. We try to...make the parentsfeel'that they

are in control and. really have somethirig to'give. Further, I try to
. -

prepare them specifically for theOserver role. We talk about things
.

""

they might look for. Often tiMes-

, y
parentS(if they are watching )to d

ongoing,diagnostic"situation.- I have

A '

ry to have someone'dit with the

,o/ith,theitheir\Yeactions to .the

prepared written observation guideS"-

;

to help',Parents,asthey are Watching the...testing, particularly-for times

when there is no professipnal watching wiithem. The same type of

t.
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preparation is done for parents whp take an active role in the diagnostic

process by'testing or interacting with their child. Carefully formulated

instruction booklets, instructional video tapes, colored photographs and

diagrams are put together to help the parent to perform comfortably

and competently inithat role.

QUESTION:

What if the parent gets upset and leaves the situation?

RESPONSE:

ile

If so, a process has occurred which is reflective, in part, o; the

child's reality,and you have a chance to deal with that right there:

to dek with the child's response and his perception of the events as well

as the parent's response and-their perception of it. (this of course hinges

_

On'vihether you can get the parent to come back and talk about how upset
, 4

or angry he/she was at what happened.) Now, if you'have limited time

4and specified assignments to get data and this type of disruption happens,

',realize that it would be disturbing for yot in yourrole in the System.

,It is important to keep in mind, however, that the most valuable learning
A

\ .. .

experience for the child occur when his/her own pirents'are anxious.Ne.g.,
.

'l. ,
.,,

when the parents do not know what to do). Most parents feel that they

should know what to do, but there are times of course when they do not.

How Rarents translate their anxiety and model way's of handling that anxiety

is a critical factor in understanding thechild's personality and per-
14

formance.. The diagnostician has an opportunity_tot intervene perhaps

beginning with a statement such as: "1 see you are nervous about what

hal happened but, you know, it is good for a parent and child to work out,

some of these'things together."
. -
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QUESTION:

What about-the child's concern about failing in front of Y, is or

her parents?
Nib .

RESPONSE (from an audience member):

But this is not the only time the child in under' pressure in

front of his/her parents.

QUESTION:

It seems that we never hit the parents that need this kind of service

the most. It,becomes a natural selection process of getting those parents

that are willing and able to come in. Sometimes you are lqpky if you

can even get parents to the EPPC meeting at the end. Which. parents-do

you end up working with?
- 1

RESPONSE:

You can try'to reach out'to the parents who don't appear

.eZ

willing or able to,cothe in. I have done non - standardized testing in people's

kitchens in order to.involve the patents. If you can strike a rapport

around something concreteand real to them, perhaps you can get more interest

and motivation to come and participate in the school process.

Also, don't underestimate the telephone as a means of gainingloarental

rapport and interest. I have carried out "long-distance" telephone re- "

lationships over periods of montht with f 'lies who were not coope ting

va
with'schools and other social agencies,,an led to some de of--

)increased cooperation.

Finally, the growing availability of videotaping capacities in the

school system is a significant factor. Videotaped segments of testing

interactions, classroom behaviors/ etc., can be shown at an EPPC meeting
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to give parents and professionals concrete data on which to share per-
1

ceptions and engage in more mutual problem solving.

QUESTION:.

o t

What you are talking about is really interesting. We have teams,
le

people that would include a social worker, psychologist, and teachers.

People whose roles are-overlapping. :Have you ever thought about that?
0

.Mere we have three people that may be working with the sable parents, and

I am wondering if the model would hold true? Would it facilitate or impair

team communication?

RESPONSE:

Again, if you are lucky enough to have videotaping available, I

think team communication is enhanced. People perform differently in

vi different contexts,and this can lead to'"battles" in Which a teacher

describes one kind of behavior, the parent another, the social worker
.

another, and the psychologist still another.' Often it is hard for people

to feel comfortable when others offer differing perspectives,andethis

can lead to divisiveness rather than mutuality. Sharing differing.con-
,

.

-- texts and experiences through..the concrete medium of videotape can lead

to more mutuality.

QUESTION:

I don't think that answers the question the way I understood the

No,

"question because theproblem still remains: each team member is expected

to bring something to the evaluation. For eA4mple, as a school psychologist

I way have some contact with parents,but the social worker on the case has

more parent contact than I do because of time and role definition. So I am

-dependent upon the observations of the social worker. I trust.my social
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worker, but her conbeption is still not my conception. Yet I believe

'in team concepts. How does this difficulty fit into your models? .

,

RESPONSE:

Two people can engage in a similar activity, for example, inter-
. .

viewing parentsj and have very dissimilar' interpretations. This,is not

necessarily 1pd,nor does it mean one petson is more correct than another.

Different personalities from differing role perspectives are bringing.

different facets of a complex situation to light. Different team members

also elicit, something different from the parents who respond'to the

different personality and professional, perspective of the interviewers.
I'

Furthermore, summary descriptions, writgn or verbal, dognot usually
.

describe the situation filly enough to aflow someone else to independently

judge another's experience. When someone describes a situation,it is

appropriate to wonder how that person id influencing the outcome or

conclusion. This isn't simply a matter of lack of trust. Shared Common

experiences can help piofesslonals sort out these differences. Videotape

-viewing of a-concrete experience isn't the sole answer to problems of

team functioning, but it does'have the possibility of efficiently facili-

tating team coimnunication.

QUESTION:

S

Aren't the extremes you have presented really beyond what it possible

in the schools? 71°4

RESPONSE:

I would like to-argue that the minimal parental involvement required

V
in diagnostic testing that leads to placement and. classification degisions

f-)
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should be;observation of that testing. This could be "live" or later in

viewing videotaped segments. I have spoken earlier of the due process

implications of this. fFurther, I_think parental reactions to and

interpretations of the testing ought to be incorporated into the

testing report.

-Obviously, however, many people would not agree with me, and'that is

fine , . . I am trying to encourage debate. There is, on the other hand,.

something that Cuts across all that I have said that is important for

all of us. It is my hope that my 4escriptions of my experiences with

families in situations Which you may never encounter, will give you

more positie expectat ons.that arents do have a lot of strengths that

IPmay not be as readily evident 'thin the constraints of the school

diagnostic situation. 411

Diagnosticians are

conflict between parent

often called upon when there is an existi
sus

and school, and the diagnostician, as a

represlIntative of the school, feels a pressure to change parental per-

ceptions. This is not a good way to start out with anybody. People .

need a Climate of interest, acceptance and understaing before produc-
.

tive and di5ficult change can take place. No 'matter what the constraints

of our individual systems, qe can all work 3t changing and improving our

attitudes: (1) our attitudes toward oar clients, including out ability

to identify with and respect them; and. (2) our attit\ toward our own.

professional roles, particularly our ability to share what we don't know,

as well as what we do know,Nand to use ourselves as our most important

tool in human interactions.

\.)
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PARENT CONSULTATION: A HEALING PROCESS

.

4Q1-....., .

When we are with parents, the message we impait to them depends on our
fig

own ".stage of grace" so to speak. It depends on where our heads are. I am
.....

afraid that this dolga...pot haves lot to do with our professional training.
. , .

. ,.
It ,'gas more to do with our healing strength. Althddgh healing strength can,

be channelled through professional processes, I do not think it is very
4 °

dependent upon professional process. In fact, if you use the professional
4'

process as most of us do, as a.d fense to hide behind, then it can become

anti-healing.

No one teaches us or warns us against using our roles and skills of

professionalism as shields against exposure and disclosure. In our daily

practice no one beams back to us when we retreat behind our test rest4ts

and test pgotocols.to cover our uncertainty in front of the parents, our

fear of the parents, or our' dismay over' the emotions we feel inside ourselves.

ti Sometimes the emotions are anger at the people in front of us, sometimes it

e.

is terror, sometimes it is lust, sometimes it is alienation'or boredom or

irritability at their.intrusion or interference with (Jur daily routine or '

ourown internal fantasies.

None of these feelings have anything to do with our instruments.br our
. 9

.

. . 4
special technical measures we employ with the'child or the parefits; and Yet

. ..
. . . .

. q
all of them send out cryptic, garbled signals to the people before us. Of

course, they are frequently confused by what does come across. They hale
o 9

0

been enculiulated just as wehre iritc;sourprofe'ssional role, and they make

some of the same assumptions we do about this role. As they sit before us or

next to us, many of their own feelings and emotions are attachedto this

4enculturation. Nevertheless, the other, reality we are experiencing inside

-65-6'7
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ourselves does escape through,this professional screen. Without full

conscious awareness, they pick them up and are affected by them. What they

-do then, I think, is to fold these multi-waved signals into their own

'Internal experiential .reactions and ateld !le wtiole'into a strange melange.
C4 .

They do not know ho9uch of what they' experience is coming from inside

themselves andand how much is,coming from outside. They'see your' professional
. ....

..-

mask and asStatie wit is yam, 'They tune and give reciprocal outputto you,
/ .

.

. .
..-i.

.

but,'because of the strength of-,the professional illusion, they assume,

s' 1, , . . , .

they are-making tlitleRopriate parent reactions to your psychology- framed

0 A'

fiessages.

111.I used two unusual te4ras -- "state of grace" and "hqaling strength" that

are-completely outside-the lexicon of existingtheoretical models such ase,

behaviorA, analytic, or ecological theories. I did it deliberately to break

us out of our models and get uTack to the phenomenology of experience in.

o

parent consultation interchanges. I am serious about both phenomenological

areas. ;Where we are inside ourselves is terribly important to the healing

art.

When r say "grace",I am not talking about a state'of perfection ... the

preek idea of the perfect man ... perfect in righteousness, perfect in mind,
0

perfect in body, etc. I/do not want to add to the pile of crap that has been

poured on top of us by our professional writers, philosophers, theorists :..

I do not believe in perfection. That is why it is so difficultfo me ,to be

0
_part of a professional body that pursues the public's

N
imposkble fantasy that

.

they are perfect, and all the one we deal with are imperfect and that,

through psychotherapy,'b iavior modification, desensitization, megavitamin

therapy, etc.'we will make them perfeCt. I do "not believe in such-cultural

_

illusions. a
* '7`
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However, when I talk about a state-of grace I am talking about a

`psychical State within ourselves which comes about only after long inner

explorations, after some awareness of how closely we are kin to the pidple

Tozesay ,pre studying. A state of grace is a senseof liberation, even

though only for brief moments, from the false beliefs and myths of our

culture about how people ought to be if they are normal. .It is a' sense of

eing able to penetrate the social barriers that keep each of us insulated
fV

from the others. It is a sense. of being /able to get behind what the parent or

.child sitting opposite you is doing and saying, and connecting it, at a
Q.

clearer, less opaque level withWhit is happening inside of them. In many

instances, some of us have had those peak expeiiences when the person sitting

opposite us has helped us transport outside our everyday selves, when we feel

:good and full and happy .1. not orgiastically ... but serenely happy in sharing

a moment in time with someone else who can do to us what'a sunset can, or a

'dancing glint on a brilliant sea, or a_gurgling brook.

The.state of grace I am talking about, however, id not a single state ...

poi just the blissful state I just described;. although when we experience Ghat

we know that we are capable of:grace. There are other times with other people,

other parents, that we can feel the storms of their inner violence and it too

can be transpocting like a wild night of lightding and thunder and-darkness

all booming at once around us. And at such times we can also be Che\with the4
person who stands in the healing center with us'.

Lest I confuse you with the idea that parent consultation is a matter of

being lost in the other, and the feelings and meanings of the other, I knoW
.

:_ . .

.

that it is;also very important to distinguish between the me and the thee,
.- -
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one of the most difficult things we haVe toget across to parents is that

ti
their flesh ends and their child begins; that they do not have to go all

through their.schoolhood selves again Inthe body of the child. And so

if we are truly a roaching them as healer, then we must model for them

that we are na they, eventhough.we can stand in the moment with them and

.experience as they do. . ,

We must not get locked into their feelings to the point where'we

cannot ,ovide.the white-hot, searing truth about their child no matter how,

.desper e their need may seem to be not to'know, not to be undeceived. We

can experience the pain that they would experience if wecame straight to

the heart ofthe matter and gave them fully what we see in their child. We ,

rt

cannot at such a moment feel their feelings tothe,point that we cannot face

the truth together ... or that, we cannot experience the loneliness of their

I

anger at us for disillusioning them, at not presenting them the possibility

of perfecton for their son or daughter.

Nor can we afford to ber afraid, because of lit ation, because of the

potential destruction,capacity inthe parent to kill the bearer of the

message.

Because the truth; even when overwhelming, can also'be healing. Such/

healing. lies not only in their exposure, but also in our own. When we back

.

away from the truth keause oause of its;dangers, we back away frOm ourselves and

r

come away feeling diMinished in ourselves. That is a reality greater than

the 'reality that we can be hurt by the truth in very direct social/ways.

of know the politics of care and garegiving. Professionalism is

every bit as much a political process as it is a professional prOcess. In



*I

. .110:

,
fact, I'am convinced that there is very little diffeentiation between what

we cali-professional and what is political. Therefore, an our own communi=4

cation, in the social waters we swim in, we are subjected to the currents of
.

political forces.' Weknow that, and are influenced byethat. But at the

moment of confrontation with the parent it is important to put aside our

rational appraisal of the political nature of,the exchange ... we .must free.

ourselves of the grip of the political vice we're in and bathe only in the

healing forces. We deliberately bracket out the political from the exchange

of healing.

' The state of grace is an irrational state and therefore, because of

cultural overlay, a dangerous state. Our society fears irrationality. It

fears those who slip tut of the culture. Society shuns our clients because

of their lack'of the requisite amounts of rationality or their inability to

hide their irrationality, Whether this is the irrationality called retarded,

or the irrationality called emotionally impaired. Since,the great Enlight-

.'

`enment', the culture has denied us our irrational selves and our irrational

brothers and 'sisters. The state of gracd0is an irrational state which sweeps

ua away from the learned reality that all the others share, It is the crazi-
,

.ness of love ... a limbo state.

arents are afraid of us when. Aware in this state because we are so

much like their children. 'They:know that society does not approve of.their

. children, and, therefore does not approve of, them for not Pujaing their children

Into the pattern that culture demands._ They know that their Children invali

date the cultural illusion of perfection and perfectabdlity and that they are
. -

',held 'liable. They are trying to reclaiffi their children and thlis r5claim the

cultural mantle" for themselves.

,71
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When we brush asidelthe culture and talk to them about who they are and,

who their children are without the facade.of culture or the fantasies of

culture, we are a great threat. 'When we stop pretending that aiere is per-

fectability and that we can .open the gates of perfectability to their children,

we are a searing truth that is bard for them to bear.

But if We talk straight with them, wig out the interference of this .

mythical reality of perfectability, we can get to.thatpart of them

which really knows, as painful as t knowing may be. They may attack or

defend. They may wring their hands or retreat as though in defe4t. But

they carry the truth away with them in a way that was not there before; and

it has.a way of growing inside of them.

4/

It is terribly important what state we are in when we telf'them about
a

their child and themselves. We must be a4e to deal with Our own inner

selves so that we are not afraid, not angry, not vulnerable ... but, are clear

and untroubled about the truth.

And after all, part of-the truth about their chi/dren.and also

themselves, is that they do not follow 4the perscribed rules'for ration-

ality. What happens to them is an object lesson for all those who

invalidate the'shared fantasies and images which thS culture has about
r

itself. Society does not want to know that man is irrational above all

... at least Western Society does not. The shared, illusion is that West-
,

ern man is a rational mar}; and if not, then by dint of will power-and_cul-

tuxal intervention he can be made rational. One of the detiwinds this society

places on us as to help, it locate and rationalize the occasional member who

may hav Slipped by and is living in an irrational state .,. either as non-
.

intellect 1 -- retarded -- or as rational-deranged -- emotionally disturbed. _
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-The,mytfi is that all the rest of us are rational. We join in the Myth and deny

that we are Irrational. And the myth within the, myth is that when we slip

into irrationality, it is only a temporary fall-from grace. And anyway, man

is on the road to rational perfection through science and education.

To be a healer we have to face the myth. And when we are in a State

of grace we are fiallY aware of the myth. The reason this is a dangerous state

is because it_alienates us from the culture.. To be in a state of grace is to

- .

. fall out of the culture and run the risk
,

of calling to the attention of
i

the
r

culture that you have,slipped out of its orbit ... and you know what has

happened to your clients who are society's object lesson.

Nevertheless, this is truth; and you deal in truth. You need'to tell

your client and their parents the truths about themselves; and to yourself the

truth about the culture you inhabit. And if you work with your clients 'over

,Ltime you need to-teach them the truth about the culture, so they can begin

to separate out what part of the mess they're in lies in them, and What part is

in the culture.. That't' the shaky ground you wallypn as a ppychologist. '

As for the schodl, it is an instrument of the culttre ... and as a

cultural instrument it not only transmits knowledge and enhances growth, but

it also transmits the lies of the culture. :Each culture has its own brand.

Ours is that people can be perfect ... not only thp ones who 'deCeive by

outward appearance, but all people. And further,, the psychologist was

some sort of magic to bring this about. .

One of the things we have.to be careful about is not to get caught up

in this cultural illusion and make such demands upon 'ourselves. We cannot

make people perfect, nor can we elll the schools how to do this. T4it doesn't

mean we can't heal people ..._at least in terms of What they think about'

themselves or, their children because they are perfect. It does mean that



..k

we do not get caught up' on the crazy expectations of either the school or

t

the surrounding c ommunity..

They need us ... they peed us as transducers, as go-betweens who can

keep the fright of differences in controllable bounds and who can interpret

the frighten ing ones to them. They need us also because we transform their

feelings about their fear of their own likeness to our clients into a sense

of normality and reasonableness.. And above all, they need assurance,of 'their

own normality because our culture tells such lies about what ibis; and the

schools are a place in which the lies are supposed to be transformed into

reality.

0 ;
0
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LEGAL ISSUES FACED BY SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS

REGARDING HANDICAPPED CH/LDREN

Preface '

The growing concern over individual right; and particularly the righes

of "special education children" has created a situation which may have a

significant effect on the role and function of the schoRl_psychologist. It is

imperative that the school psycholOgist become familiar with recent legal

. trends, current litigation and the likely direction that the courts will take.

The school mchologist has the rare opportunity to effect change in the legaQL

system by his or her actions. A re-direction of his/her energies into neW,--

areas, may serve to influence the path of the courts._ ThisreTdireCtion has

become critical. Unless certain steps are taken, there is"the strong possibility

that the courts and state goverimentsnill step in and supervise many of the

hanges that are currently being demanded.
4,s

A

A slid understanding of the legal issues'and their likely, direction will

help the school psychologist to plan and modify his or her pra tice. He/she

also has the opportunity to influence the practice of the schools in'order to

'comport wi/th the law and likely court decis}ons.

-4*-

This paper offers a trursory review of relevant legal cases.' The'issues,

plaintiff's arguients, legal.ar4uments and'ihe implications for school psychologists

are presented. One can draw hib/her own conclusions As to the "wave of the

iuture.",

'-75-
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Testing, Labeling and Placement

V.
Standardized tests have undergone,careful scrutiny over the past two

4 . ,

decades. Issues of reliability, validity, cultural bias, and racial discrimination
. ' 1

have all become part of the school psychologists profession. Parent groups,

ciVil'liberty organizations,and child advocates have all, at one time or
4

.

4'0
1 40 (

another, called %into alestion. the' violation of basic rights by the administration

and use of standardized tests.

Several landmark cakes point urrthe uncertainty of the courts in dealing

with the relevant issues. Concurrently, parallel issues involving labeling.and

placement have come tp the?forefront. Litigation hasforced t e courts to

consider the legality of many heretofore routine practices of educational systems.
4

Scrutiny of the practices of state educational systems by th ourts has

r4ulted in the isolation.of several critig Tissues. An understanding of

these issues,. lonl with sdme background of legal trends, are critical to..
-... , .

.... the school psychologists. Insight into the implications for educational

fpractice of legal decisions,.legislative statutes and p ential state

teducation deoartments arere critical.
.

4
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Issues and Arguments in Testing, Labeling, and Placement

The issues and arguments that follow have been derived from the'dases in

',the appendix. The court, in t he cited cases, has either directly affirmed or

alluded to thespecific issue or argument.

Issue One: Educational testing usedsby the schools does not accurately measure

the learning a*Iity of the child. (See: Hobson v. Hansen; Wis. et al. v. Board

of Education of,t,the District.of Columbia, et al. ; Guadalupe v. Tempi Elementary

School District; Diana v. State Board of Education; Covarrubias v. SanDiego

Unified School District; Larry P. v. Riles; Stewart v. Phillips)

Arguments:

1. Cultural bias ilue to norm reference, nature o, items, nature of testing

environment rellts in misclassificatioa n and inappropriate educational placement

of members of minority groups. .

)
2. Placement decisions are based solely on the above criteria.

3. There is implied discrimination due to languagedeficiency'for non

English speaking youngsters, °

0Ik 4 0

4. Stidardized tests measure only a small part of-Child's repertoire of

behavi

Issue Tlao: -The administration and interpretation of standardized tests is

ok
performed incompetently. (See: Hobson v. Hansen; Guadalupe v. Tempi Elementary

I.

School District;' Diana v. State Board of Education; Larry P. v. Riles)

Arguments:

1. Standardized test adminidtrator does not take student's cultural back-

ground into account.

2: chilimay have difficulty understanding test-item if
.
administrator speaks

in a language ordialect different from child's native one.
- ,

3. Training'iAtest adminiStration may be inadequate.
4



4. Test administrator fails to take into account variability in test taker's

performance.

5. All of these factors, May lead to a level of performance by the test

taker which does not accurately reflect underlying competence.

Issue Three: Parents are not given adequate opportur(itv to Participate in the

placement decision. (See: Merriken Cressman; Covarrubias V. San Diego School

District; Stewart v. Phillips; P.A.R.C. v.,Commonwealth of Pennsylvania)

Arguments:

1. Parent may have knowledge of phild"s behavior, aptitude, motivation'

and skill development which could contribute valuable data.
470,

2. Parents are given inadequate information to arrive at a sound decispn for

'1the child's placement.

Issue Four: The possibility of a self-fulfilling prophecy for children placed

in "special education clgises" and labeled accordingly. (See: Hobson v. Hansen;

Mills v.Board of Education;':Merriken v. iregtman)

ruments:
0

1. A child may achieve it the level he or she is expected to achieve.

2. The stigma of a label may contribute to performance as a result of, the
k

stigma.
,

3.. Classification may define a child's role and status.

Issue Five: The use of certain tests imposes an invasion of privacy. (See
44,

t:terriken v. Cressman)

Arguments:
.

. . -

1. Many include personal questions relating to the home and are given

without, parental permission. L, e

2. Many tests include questions about peers and peer relationships.

3. Many tests include questions which.have no-educational relevance.

79 '
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Right.t6 Equa.1 Educational Opportunity and Right to Treatment '

.64
,Law concerning the right to equal educational opportunity have been

prevalent since the landmark rulings in Pennsylvania Association for Retarded

Children v. State of Pennsylvania and Mills v. Board of Education of the District

of Columbia. ("Access to Education" suits similar to Mills and PARC have been ,

initiatedin at least 22 other states.) Both'cases were settled in 1972. It was

explicitly delineated that the mentally retarded had the right to education and

this right must be upheld regardless of financial considerations.

Furtheriore, Pennsylvania acknowledged its responsibility to provide a

free public program of education for all its children. It agreed to place each

mentally retarded child in a "free,public program of education and training

appropriate to the child's capacity." In Mills the court guaranteed the right

tosa publicly supported education. However, the court also acknowledged

that a lack of fair assessment and placemeint procedures had resulted in exclusion

or misclassification. Thy court ordered many, safeguards against further exclusiOn

or misclassification and demanded a periodic review of a child's placement.

Two additonal issues'regarding the rights of the mentally retarded were41

4

0
raised in LeBanks v. Spears. The, court, by,consent order; decreed free public

education for all but^insisted that the education be oriented toward the goal of

.10

self - sufficiency and tloYabgity. In.addition, it was agreed that educational

opportunities be provided tb mentally retarded who were.not given educttional

.>

services as children.
O

Although a gieat deal of legislation and litigation has been devoted to the

right to equal educational opportunity, the legal implications of-right to

treatment are only recently emerging. The concept of right to treatment

raises issues about the role of the sdhoolli in serving all of the needs of the

-.79-
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handicapp d. The two most significant cases in,this area are Wyatt v. Stickney

and New York AssoCiation of Retarded Citizens v. Rocklefeller. AMong other

11.indirfgs,the cases point out the necessity for individualized treatment

0

programs to take place in the' least restrictive environment.

Another critical factor is the major concern of citizens over the time

lag between adoption of a legal principle and its implementation. In Harrison

v. Michigan, the court refused to hear the case because-eff"-the.remedy available

4

legislatively.

The courts have demonstrated an inconsistency in ruling on the rights of

equal educational opportunity and right to treatment. Thecourts have also

raised serious questiOns about'the actions of the school, the role of the parent,

and the rightsOf the handided individuals. In, light of these factors, it is

critical that the school psychologist continues to.be aware of the trends

in litigation governing the rights of handicapped people:

yr

6
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Issues andaArguments in Right to Equal,IcatiOnal Opportunity anarRight to Treatment

The issues and arguments that follow, have been derived from the gses in the
410.

appendix. The court, in the cited cases, ha§ either directly affirmed or alluded

to the specific issue or argument.

4
Issue One: Countless children who are classified mentally retarded,' mentally

ill, learning disabled or neurologically impaired are excluded from school. (See:

Mills v. Board of Education; P.A.R.C. V. Pennsylvania; Lebanks v. Spears)

Arguments:

1. Children are being suspended and excluded for disciplinary reasons.,

Many of these children have difficulty behaving - through no fault of their own.

2. Children are excluded bec.iuse the public school refuses to establish

learning environments suitable to the "special child's" needs.

3. Children are excluded who do not.fit into any of the neatly defined
Ar. .1461%

parameters of a particular learning envi4onment. This leavesparents wit"he

optiop of institutionalizing or paying for private care.

II

Issue Two: The/quality of the educational program dots not provide I--ndicapped
ti

4

childrenwith an.experience which will help them to reach their maximum potential.

(See: Wyatt v. Stickney; Stewart v. Phillips; Lebanks v. Spears; Hobson v. Hansen;

Mills v. Bpird of Education)'

Arguments: .da

1. .{andicapped children are often misclassified and provided with an

InaPpropriate educatiOn.
ti

2. Situations exist which encpurage'non-attendance by handicapped'children.
..t,

3. Very few individualized programs are suited to the needs and designed to
,

ft

maximize the capabilities of each particular child..

'4. Placement in special educational programs. are not reviewed periodically'

i
-81-
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to determine whether or not the program has accomplished .the specific$objectives

Which were outlined i the indivi4lualized ,program plan.

-
Issue Three: The disproportion` of minority students in "special education"

classes implies certain factors about the minority. See: Larry P. v. Riles;

Mills v. Board- of,Education; Guadalupe vs. Tempi Elementary,Sdhool District)

Arguments:

,

1./The presumption'against a racial imbalance puts pressure oscho61

----officials to prove relevance of screening and assignment criteria.

2. The right,to ed4Cation includes right toTemediation. Ti..$ .3 ,
.

obligation to meet the needs of'the -Children whb come to sch undernouriShed,
,..--,

is .an

\

understimulated and undermotivated.

Issue Four: The rights of the child are violated by placement into a special .

class :hid does not offer adequate treatment: (See: Wyatt v.

v. Greenblatt; N.A.R.C. v: Rockefeller)

Arguments:

1. The Stigma of placement is'accepted if adequate treatment is offered

in exchange.
. .

-The concept of fundamental fa.i.rness implies prqper placement and

adequate treatment.

3. Special education programs should be provided in,the, least restrictive4
and denormalizing enAronment possible so that each child is educated in a

Setting as close to.the normal classroom as possible.'

.

4. Due process protection' requires that every speCial educational 1:placement,

denial of placement, an transfer-must be preceded by constitutnnally.

adequate notice and hearing procedures.
4

...
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Issue Five: Soecial
P
education programming is inadequate and placement,into these

,

4
)

classrooms causes irreperable harm.' .(See:' Diana v. State Board of Education;
,

\
Merriken v. CreAman; Mills v. Board of Edration; pbson v. Hansen; .P.A.R.C.

:v. Pennsylvania;. Larry P. v. Riles; -Guadalupe v. TeMpi Elementary Schoolipisg#ct)
.

ArsumentsT'-

1. Special'education,classes become burial grounds since regular
4,1

reevaluations are not done."

0 lV
.

2. Stigma a

i'

t

0

tached-to label of "special edupation," "mentally retarded,"
N

. . S.

and so on. 1 ,
A , .

C11

3. Child's future is necessarily limited by education available.

4. Pential harm by misclassification is tragic because the mildly impdired

have, considerable learning capacity and strength in adaptability.

Issue Six: The education of handica ed children is the responSIbilit of the state.

(See: Lebanks v,. Spears; P.A.R.C. v. Pennsylvania; Mills v. Board of Education;
45?'

N.A.R.C. v. Rockefeller)

Arguments:

1. Many parents Cannot afford the cost of private pstitutidnalization.
. .

2.. Since the State mandates education for allthe State should be obligated,
01

for Lne incurred expenses in evaluation, intervention, and transportation.

Issue Seven: Institutional settings arp notproviding adequate treatment to those

it confines. (See: Ricci v. Greenblatt; Wyatt v. Stickney; N.A.R.C. v. Rockefeller)
7

.

Arguments:

Y. Confinement of handicapped children is borne out of humane statutes intended

to insure adequate treatment. Any confinement without adequate treatment violates

children's rights.

oe,

2. Confinement without adequate treatment is indistinguishable from penalconfSem,Alt.

I. The conditions in institutional settings may constitute czuel an
ment. ' .

k

84s
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Imnlications of Litigati for Educational Practice

.
,

i'
1

...% . .

* The implications listed below arl-derived from the cited cases. However,
./1

. .
. ,

for th.a moot L-art. they are not explicitly contained in'the court's decision or

consz.nt agreemert. The implications serve to establish possible trends j.n the-

_ -

rase law. They arc drawn from statements Made by the judges, _but not necftsoarily

grounded,1,71 the law. The eventual-direction that the courts take in decisions

involving testing, labeling, placement and rights to education and treatment will

determine the /-alidity'of. the implications.

1: If the court were'to hold that the administration of intelligente

by .English speaking testers,to children,whos# primary language was something

. other than EAglish, was a'violation of equal protection, ,then the testers would
A ,

0

have to be bilingual. (See:'Diana; Guadalupe, Covarrubias)

2. If the court determines that there is a self-fulfilling prophecy wig

I,

regard tO placement, then labeling may be declared unconstitutional under the

;

right of. equal pratection.of the laws. (See Mills, eHobson, lls, rriken)
.

3. If the court determines that the use of.standardized test's as the sole,

basrt for placement decisions violates d4e process or eqlirai protection rights,
. .

there use no longer be permissibleSee: Diana Stewart, Larry P.)'

4. If the court find's that the askin of perso 1 questions, of students,s

ut their:famil backgroSfend upbringing invasion_ of privacy, then

chools w,iI1 be forced to turn to parents;for the answers to these questions,.

Thiswill'be necessary in order to make..fair and appropriate placement decisions.

(See: Stewart, Guadalupe, Merriken)
.

5. If the court finds
_
present'ollassification-procedures-to be,in violation:14/

of equal protection then any or all of the f011owing may be tequired before

class :fication is termitted:-
t

a. psychiatric indicators of 'true' aptitude and achievement level;

b. medical and socioeconomic background data%.. .
.

-84-* i85.
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4

c., complete teacher's report;

ti, adoptive behavior data;

e. level of motivation;

f. learning styles, language skills and' interpretation-Skills;

g. behavibr patterns that exist between child and hisfamily; and

.h: observation of child by trained personnel of school behavior.

'(See: =Diana, Stewart; Guadalupe, L ry Pp, Mills, Ricci)

' 6. IS the court insists on informed consent of the

then'school representatives will'have lo Advise parenZ\

parents before placement,

ions effects in a "special education" placement. These

of all the potential deleter-

would include stigma,

ladk of stimulation, nature of peer group, self-fulfilling prophecy and possibility
0

Of limited future. (See:. -Hobson, Larry P., Merriken)

7. If the courtlinsists on informed consent by the parents befo e placement,

then it may require a hearing' before placemOgi with a private independent
.

agen(See: Mills,Covarrubias,'Lebanks)
.

8. It the court finds that inadequate special education programming,was

violation of equal protection then it may force schools to integratd&special

education children into regular classrooms. (See: 'Stewart, Guadalupe,
r
Mills)

% ',

9. If the cquri.findg-fhat failure to reevaluate placement periodically
.

41,
, .

is a violation of equal protectian; i4 will insist that a child.placed in a

"special education, class" be reassessed periodically to determine growth and
,

possibility for a change in placement`. The precedent for this,has been estab-

lished by the passage of PL 94-142.

)
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O

Summary of the Significant Aspects of The

4

Education of all Handicapped Chil Ken Act of 1975 (FL 94-142)

a

It is important to'note that much of the present legislation, Including

this Act, has'been a response to current litigation. This Actmay serve to be

a fundamental charter for future litigation in the area of rights of the

handicapped.

,l. The Act greatly. increases.the,-authorized level of Federal funds for

special educations It requires states receiving such Ads to provide a "free,

and appropriate" public education to all handiCepped Children within-the state

by S'eptembier 1, 1980.- O

2. In orderto receive Federal'funds the states must have a policy for(educating

all handicapped children be the ages' of 3 and 18 by September 1,

all those between 3 and 21-by September 1, 1980. (Children between 3 and 5

Ne\excluded, depending on the state aw or practice).

;44
' . ,

3,' There are due'process procedurei fOr identification, evaluation and
*-,

placement of handicapped children. These yrocedures are required to assure that

to the maximum extent appropriate, handicapped children are educated with
,

.

children who. are not haniiCapped,and that special classes, separate -schooling or ''

other removal of handicapped children occurs only.when education in regular

classes witsupplementarl services cannot kite achieved.
. , 1.

A. The Act requires - procedures to ensure that4ducation and placement

0.
accomplished without racial r cultural discrimination.,

A

' )
4

. 5. Evaluation and test g is to be.dohe in child's native language or ;ode

4-,; .

of communication, unless it is clearly not feasible to do so.
.

.

6. The Act provides that "NO single procedure shall be the'sole Criterion
. - J

S

O
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.
. 4.

...for determining an educational program for a child."

7. The current diiinition of "handicapped children" includes children who are

mentally retardedr seriously emotionally disturbed, learning disabled, as

well as children with a wide range of physicpal handicaps.

0

4,

A

t
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Court:,

Plaintiffs:

A

Defendants:

Factual.Issues
Involved:-

Harm Alleged to
be Suffered':

t

Results:

Comments:

e` .

4

Lc

#

C

Hobson v. Hansen 269 F. Stipp. 401 (1967)

.14

U.S. District Court, istrict of Columbia
.

Class action brought n 0 alf of Black school
lirchildren in Washington, D ...

4
..e

Hansen -. School Superintendent. and othpr school officials
, . .

1.1 Whether the Stanford Achievement test and the Otis
Test of Mental Ability were cuiturally,biased.

.

2. Tracking led to,..ungiqual educational opportunities.

Irreparable injury suffered by plaintiffs through inade-
quate education.

AThe tracking system was abolished., "The tracking
system discriminates 'against the disadvantaged child
it has survived to stigmatize the disadvantaged child
of whatever race relegated to its lower tracks ; from
which tracks the possibility of ,switching uPDd, because
of,

rthe absence of.compensatary education is remote

2. The defendantS were permanently enjoined from in-
criminating on'the basis of racial or economic status.
The'placement w#thin 'tracks are based on standardized
aptitude tests which are completely inappropriate for 4%,
uA with a large segment of the student body., These tests
are horn-referenced on white middle class groups. "As
a result,..rather'than.being classified according to,
abilierto learn, these students are in reality being
classified according to their socio-economic or racial /
status, or - more precisely - according to environmental -J
4and\psychological factorey0ich have nothing to do with

-----hanate -

\N

',the significance of Hobson v. Hansen', has to do with the.
court's reaction to Stehdardized Testing It' touches on
issues of cultural, biai and 4pciai diScriminatioh in re-
gard to the instr4ent and .its use for placement and tracking

The critical feature of Hobson v. Hansen is expressed
-

011 the judge. "Judge-4kelly Wright wrote,. in hi -s

ut the divan-,
ikelihoodtha

the studenE7iillr act- out the judgment and oonfirrii t

The real tragedyyof misjUdgments a..

taged students'.abilities.is.:,the

it praChi
itmaY
evidence

-.\

nliat the exiDected?leyel. Indeed, ,

orse thapAhat, for there is strong
at,performance in fact declihes

89
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Diana v. State Board of Education C-70 27 .RFT (Feb. 1970)
J

Court

Plaintiffd:

Defendants

Factual Issues

Involved:

Harm Alleged to
be Suffered:

- Relief Sought:

Results:

a

Ilistrict Court ,of Northern California
1

Diana and others. Class action suft on behalfo7 0
1

Mexican=American chileren in educable mentally retarded
classrooms,

State Board of Eddcation and various ott'e'r California
state and school officials.

, That the standardized intelligence tests specifically 1

the Stanford-Binet and Wechsler were written entirely
in English.' They were given to children whose primary,
language was other than English. The question inplved
is whether the intelligence tests used were culturally
biased.-

at

Irreparable injury of inadequate education And stigma,
of mental retafdation.

Injunctive and declaratory relief against identicat in
and placement andcompensatory7damages.

The case was Settled out of court with the following main
paiptsof agreement:

4
" 1: All children whoSe priThary Yome lang ge was other

`. 'than English frbm now on.ha'd to be tested in bcch
the primary language and in English.'

0

2. Mexican- American and Chinese children already in.
classes for the mentaiy retarded had to be retested
in their primary langtilige..

!

3. In alkchool stiict which had a sufficient disparir
between the percentage of'Mexican-American students 4.,

. in their regular classes and, its gasses for the re rded
had,to submit an eXp1anation citipg the reasrms for.
this disparity.

a

4

. -
.

.4
44. School psychologists wereto wort on'norming a new

or revised I.Q.'test to reflect Mexi5an-American
culture.

,

. 5. Competent school psychologists should administei'
.

.

, L indild4P al intelligence tests in primary language/ . F
. or seek ouan interpreter._who, may be either AN,.. __._ 40":'

4

ps1011blogy'train0 Or intern ok some otter employee:
of the school district.`. 4

A
k

.

. . 6. Every'school district was to submit to the befre

_. . . 9 0,
,



e

th next school year a(,/summary Of retesting and
reevaluation:and a plan liSting speq*al supplemental
individual training which would be provided to help
each studenk.back into the regular school classes.

The highlights ofDiani are the agreement by the parties
that individuals had to be tested in the primary language
,of the hoffe_and the questioning of the reason for the

disproportiondte humberPf minbrity children in the EMR
classes.

The most astonishing aspect'of the case wasthat the or-.
iginal school testing showed the plaintiff's int lligence

. test scores ranged from 30'to 72 with a mean sc e of
63. The retest by a:bilingual examiner resulted a
range from 81 to.10 a mean score of 96., One
Child raised her scor 49 points.

-

) .
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. Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children for
pwmani et al. v. the CommOnwealth of Pennsylvania,

.
...

-....s.

David H. Kurtzman, et al.
Civil No. 71-42. (U.S. District Court /for the Eastern- District

ofPennsylv9ia, filed in 1970)'

Plaintiffs:

Defendants:

Factual Issues -
Involved:

1

- /

The Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children; 13
mentally barded children asreoresentative of the
class o mentally retarded children of school age, and
the par is of, these 13 childre, (class action) :-

..

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, as represented by
David H. Kurtzman, the Secretary of Education; the
State'Board of Education";.the Acting Secretary of
Public Welfre; and 13 school districts ix the State of
Pennsylvania, as representative of all other school dis-

,

van

icts in the state.

The named )plaintiffs ,are ,all residents' of the State
of Pennsylvania between the ages of 0, who -are -

eligible for a free public school educat , but have
P.ether been excluded or excused from attendance at

public school, or have had'their'admission to.public
school postponed and otherwise have been refused, free
access'to.public school education because they are retarded. .

The parents of the se children have borne the burden of
the expenses-of care, tregtment and training, as well
as transportation, for moAt, if not all of the Ihild's
eligibility for public school.

i.

-1 .

.

In many of the cases,.theparents were not given the , ia_.

chance for a hearing or appeal on:the exclusion dedigion.

. t ,

Alleged ,, 'Irreparable harmn being excluded from the public
to' e Suffered: schools and in being deprived of an education and'Of the

right and ability to earntheir livelihqod, in orders
to be at least partially self-supeorting.

Results: A consent agreement was reached on Giltober 7, 1971,
4 .

The p aovisions of the'greement:

Provide access to free public programeof education
and training to any mentally retarded child. 0"

so

. Prevent charging tuition or maintenance.tqa mentally
retarded child, except on the -same 'terms 4S-!may be

applied to other exceptional children, incl 'uding
;brain-Imaged children.;

.40
,

. Provide bome-.bOUnd instruction to the mentally

P
s.

-91-
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Comment:

retarded chAd.

4. ,Require the defendants to provide, as soon as possible,
access to a free public school program of education and
training appropriate to his learning abilities to each
plaintiffand each member of the plaintiff class.

5. Require the defendants to provide pre.-school prOgrams
of education and training for mentally retarded children-
wherever'such.programs are available for non retarded
children. .

- This landmark case, decided by consent) order, detertined
that

t

"all mentally retarded persoA are capable of benefiting
from a program of education and'training:' [the vast

. majority.) are capable of achieving self-sAfficiency
and'the remaining few, with such educatIOD_And_training
are capable 7;,t achieving-some degree ofself-care;. that
the earlier sucp education and training begins, the
more thoroughly and the more efficiently a mentally
retarded persoh will benefit from it and, whether begdn

: early ornot, that a mentally retarded person Can
benefit at any point in his. life and development from
a priigrafii of education." ''

A'

. I

I

a
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Court:

Defendants:

Fac\tual issues
Involved:

arM alleged
to bp suffered:

Results. and Comments:

Stewrt v: Phillips 70-1199 F. (Oct. 1970)

Aylited States District Court of the State of Massachusetts

Back and poor Boston Public School students
who are not mentally retardgid but, were in special

__classes for the mentally retarded.,
.

2. All'Black and poor students w were mentally
retarded but were denieci placement in 4ducational
programs created for their special needs.

.

3. Parents of the students in the classes &r the
mentally'retaraed' who Were denied an opportunity

, to partiCipkte in the placement decisio

All members'qf the'Bbston School Committee.,,.the

Superintendent, the' DeputV Superintendent, t

Assistant Sunerinteridente Acting' Director o

-PA311--c-Schopi-s--Testing and Measurement Service$,
Acting Director of the Department of Special Edu--'
cation, the Commissioner of the Bsord of Edticatiorfor
the State' of Massachusetts, the Head of the Division-of
Special Ed4aation for the State of Massachuset, and'

A the CommiAloner for the Department of MeneanHealth
for the state."

1 1. Whether he Stanfdird-Binet and Wechsler tests
actually measl,tred the leaillinpotential of
bf minorities, especially Blacks,

.60e

2. Whether irreparable fialm results from misclaSsil7-
4. ° fication and from lack of being placed in a class

if indeed one is, retarded.

3.0Whether parents have.the right to review the teste.
scores and participate inftte-rtacement decision.4 -

/

Irreparable injury as a result of misclassification and
no placement.

lit
As a result of Stewart v. 'Phillips the Massachuietts
State Board made the following new regulations:

.

1. Labels educable, trainable and custodial retarded
Were eliminated. Services are required based on
child's needs, not labels.

2'. Education pibgraMs for children with special needs
ust, to the degree possible, be iritegrated_rather
than separated & ts4l.ated.

1

-93-
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1

o e

3. Children may not be denied education solely on
/ basis of IQ core.

'4. 4ildren may not be denied required education,
nor placed ea special program or hacked witout
atcpmplete evaluation including family background.
ir)

5. Paxents4must be informed of proposed\eValuation,
.

results' and recommendations of-the evaluating
team.

.

6. Evaluating team must meet ith child'sparents,. .,

who, if theydisagree have right to word evaluation
.

,

A'7. Three levels of'dertifioation were established 1
for sdhool psychologist.

41
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e

.

Guadalupe v: ,Tempi Eferentaev Oir,tr!ct F. Ano.,':1971
\

.. A 5,

" otl'
.

Court:. . ',,United States Dis trict'CCUrt of Arizon4 ,
.

. . .

-1: i.
. .

Plaintiffs: Cla'ss.action su -o behalf of Mexican-Americans,
Chicanos and Yagtii,nIndiens. :, .

11P

Defendants:
r.

4

Board of Education and sc&ol officials who have parti-
cipated ili the identification and placement practices

;
for these youngsters:

.
'"

f , '' ) .
. 1

.
6 .....

Factual'4Issues InvOlved; The standardized intelligence tests used to place these . ,.,
. - children

.

in programs for theeducablementaify retarded,4
the-Stanford7Binet and Wec41.41-tests, were primarily,

! . written in Eliaglish,,therefore culturally biased. Aey - :.

were given to children whose primary languag,wasother
..

than 'English. .
.q.

4 P ' o

y AAlleged Harm Suffered: Irre parable injur of inade:-iaie education and stigm a
-..

03.'" of mental retardation.
4 6 \.

0 ,

fStipulated agreement rade on January AS; 1572.
4.,.......-

Permanent Regulations incltIded the following points:' -
01. ;r..

.01
1' .0.

.

,Results:,

I. -
. . .

.,. .
11

.1. No child to begplaced in a snecial education k
class for EMR.if he sdores,higher thall 2 standard','

. 4 .
deviationsbelow norm op an=approl:ed I.Q. test . .

his own language.' Tests shal.1'not be either. ,
-

.

ekthe clusive or primary scr,edning deviie in,
. .

'considerling the,child for placement in classes. .

--
C6Mment:

,/

1 .;',
,

'No chiid.shall be con ed foralacement in special:
. education unless give an aminon of developmental

,,

.. cultural background, scrlool-a = verreht 'Which.. ,
o

.substaintiatesa other findingslof.a,handicap. Exami-
MU O include a home visie5with -Irentgi errthissioa

. - : an0 an interv/ew iliprimary.language;ioe"ihe-fairtily. ..

, -,. . --=
ss

?".

' a3..If a school distrio enrolls ax 'Idr9a dfany' '.,

i racially' linguistic or ethnic 1.n sPecial ..
classes in.prOportionS substanti y greater or'lesser

' than that of the popullation of the school district
'as a whole,, the.school shall demonstratp.ficompelling 1

. . .

educational justitication." 1'
-1.,

7.' .05. . 4,
, .. .

4: All:children with :prime language other than A* .,

English.and assigned to EMR 4asses,or TM, at v'
' . this time will be'rees,i,igned tp regular classes .

before Oct. 1., 1973. .,1

, ..
.The findings in this cape are similar t6 Dana.' However,

the court 's.i.ont a little further -by insistipgatall
pteviously placed studants_are to be assigned to regular
classes. "(See A above). ..,, .

. .-

4.- - -It;,9 6 -
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Court:

Plaintiffs:*

Defendants:

Factual Issues

Involved

4

Alleged Haman
to be Suffered:

) Results:

Larry P. V. Riles C-.71-2270 Filed Novemb A

U.S. District Court for Northern Di

,;

Class action suit brought by parents
labeled mentally retarded partly. on t
scores which indicated that children h
of less than 75.

24, 1971
. _

rict of California

f seven children
basis of test
I.Q. scores

Rilds, SUperintendent of 'Public Instructi
of California, members of the State Board
the Superintendent of the an Francisco Un
District and members of that Board of Eduta

n in the state
f Education,
ied School
ion.

1. Plaintiffs have been the victims of the t
procedures that fail to'recognize their.un
with. white 'middle class cultural'background

nores the learning experiences which they
had in their homes.

ting
iliarity

which ig-
have

2. The tests used, Stanford-Binet and Wechsler In
gence Tests, were standardized only on white
American children and there has been no restand
zation to date. Thus, the test instrument does
properly assess Black children.

3. Improper placement is stigma-producing and it caus
the child to receive ridicule from his peers and
produces a profound sense of inferiority and shame,
in the child. e

4. The parents argue that'.they represent a class of
Black Children in California wrongly plaCed and main-
tained in classes for the mentally retarded. The
plaintiffg come from families in which the.primary
culture is Black-Ameritah. The spoken language and
communication skills reflect such variations and dif-
ferences from the so- called Standard English as is
consistent with their cultural. background.

. ,

Irreparable damage of inadequate education and stigma
of mental retardation will inevitably result in the
plaintiffs' being cut off from social and economic
gains available to children in regular school classes-,
and they wiltl be forced to suffer the humiliation of 7.
rellance upon public assistance.

No black student may be placedlin EMR class on the basis
of Criteria which 'rely primaAly on the results of ITQ.
tests as they are currently administered, if the consequence

of use of such criteria is racial unbalance in the com-
.position,of EMR classes.

-96- 97



Plaintiffs:

Defendants:

44

Ricci, et al. v. ilon Greenblatt, et al.
Civil No. 72-469F (D. Mass.,'Filed Feb. 7, 1972

The residents .of Belcherton State School in Massachusetts
'(class action).

MilLon'Greenblatt, who is the Commissioner of Mental Health;
other Massachusetts government officials; and the Belcherton
State School administrative personnel.

Relevant Factual The complaint documents several areas of negligence:
Issues Involved.:

1. Oppressive physical environment. This includes sanitary
conditions, bathing facilities, shortages of equipMent and
supplies..

Harm Alleged
to Be Suffered:

Results:

Comments:

2. Lack of treatment. This includes physical therapy services,
psychological services, dental services, and speech.Pathol-

. ogy services.(.

3. Regimented and Impersonal environment. This, includes short-
ages

-
in staff, improper use of punishment, and the refusal

of treatment.

The denial ot medical, acrd professional treatment is stated to
represent a clear aenial of plaintiffs' rights to equal protec=.
tion under the law; thus it constitutes discrimination against
the mentally retarded institutionalized residents.

A temporary restraining order was issued in February,' 1972,
. which:

1. prevented the defendants from admitting any "her citizen tol
an_institution until adequate treatment and humane conditions
exist in-those institutions;

2. required that a plan be developed for all residents, which .
would provide adequate ana proper medical,, dental, educa-
tional, nutritional>physical therapy, occupational therapy;
Psychological, social, recreational, speech therapy, and
vocational therapy services; and

4r.

3. required that a complete evaluation of the medical needs of .

each resident be made and presented to the court within 30 days.

This case preceded Wyatt v, Stitkney and New York Association for
Mentally Retardedv. Rockefeller. It was the forerunner to the
Court's Involvement in treatment issues andthe rights of confined
individuals. It alto called for a plan of treatment for residents.

-97-
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o A

Plaintiffs:

Defendants:.

Factual Issues

Mills, et al. v. Board of Education of the

District of Columbia, et al.

Civil Action (U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia, 19'2)

Those school age children irr the District of Columbia
who are:being denied a publicly supported education by
the District. The plaintiffs are predominantly Black
And` poor and without financial means for obtaining a
private education (class action).

The Board of Education for-the District of Columbia, the
Superintendent of the Board oft Education, the Superinten-
dent of the Special Education Department, and all otheT
members within the school who are responsible for eith
the edUcation or the exclusion of those,children.

1. Plaintiffs were denied admission to the District ofli
Involved: Columbia schools.

2. There was no formal determination of the basis- f this
1.1

. exclusion, nor was there any provision for review
or appeal of that decision.

3. 01these children have been labe4ed as behavior problems,
mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, or Hyperactive.

_Harm Alleged to- 1. The denial, of'an educational opportunity causes
Be ,uffered: tic

the.plaintiffs,to.s4ger "continuous and .irreparable
lhaxm.in .th<futui,,aS students, wage earners, .citizens
and memb4rs,of' sp.aety. *

12. stAgipa ch is attached to the plaintiff children
by,,rea('''of the labeling causes irreparable harm.

-10

Re7sults:'

.9 3. e dpfendants' actions create a self-fulfilliilg pro-
pOeCy, as was 'explained in Hobson v. Hansen (q.v.),

:9hichpropels-'tlile plaintiffs towards'an achdemic,
social and 'economic failure.

"'
A summaAr judgment was declared in the case granting relief
to the plaintiffs.- '

On the basis of the equaluprotection and due process clauSes (

of the 14th Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States, the judge ruled that: -.,.. -

1." The efendants mustr:'

a. p olvide the plaintiffs with'a publicly-supported

tl education, according to their needs:- and .

Lb.b. initiate efforts to locate and assess other children
in the same situation, so Oat appropriate place-
ment can be made.

1-98-
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2. Due proceSs requires a hearing before exclusion or ex-.

pulsion or classificatidn intpi. special programs.
3. No handicapped child may be 4xcluded from a regular

public school assignment unless the _child is provided:
a) "Adequate alternatiVe

educational'services suited
to the child's needs, which ma/ include special:
education orftuition grants and

b) a constitutionally adequate prior hearing and
periodic review,of the child's status, progress,'
and ,the adequacy of any 'educational alternativ."

Comments: -Mills has becote a landmark case. It guarantees an edu-
cation with an,appropriate placement which is subject to a
periodic review. It further requires due process safe-
guardvrior to any change in a student's classification.

,- #'r

rJ

f

'

t oo

. f
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Covarrubias v. San Lego Unified School District

Civii No. 70-394-5 (U.S. District Court for the Southern
District of California, filed July, 197'2)

Plaintiffs:

Defendants:

Factual. Issues

Involved:',

I CoVarrubias, on behalf of himself,and all Other minority
students in the San Diego Unified_School District who had
been wrongfully placed and wrongfully retained in the
Eddcable Mentally Retarded program (class action).

San Diego Unified School Eliiitrict.

1. Mexican-Americanarid Black children are classified as
educable mentally retarded, based on intelligence
scores written in standard, middle=clasS white Ehglish.

2. The tests themselves were culturally biased in favor
of whiteimiddle-class ohildreh.

3. The parents were not given an adequate opportunity
to participate in the placement decision, nor was
any opportuiity for a fair and impartial hearing given.I

Harm Alleged to Irreparable injury from ari inadequate education, as well
Be Suffered:

V
as the stigma of mental retardation.

.

Results: The caseyas settled by a Stipulated agreeMent, in which

Comment:
°

the San Diego Unified School District agreed to:

1. Seetoj.t'that the'parents are informed of their
right to paxticip4tein the placeMent decision.

'2. stablirsh annual reevaluation of students iated
E1R program in order to determine'whether they can
be serviced in regular school classet.

3. Pay all named plaintiffs and each member of the class
one dollar each, "as full and complete compromise of
any and all rights" they have towards the district. m,

4. "Continue to observe thelaws of the State of California'.
'4s establiiAed by Diana. it

This case reinforces the findings in Diana' and suggests.
"compensatory obligation" for misplaqement or misclassif-
ication.

1 0 I:
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PlaiAtiffs:

Defenaants:

1 -

Factual Issues
Involved:

-

4

a

Wyatt v. Stickney

344 F. SUPp.'387 (N:D. Ala)qama, 1972)
Appeal, docketed, No. 72-2634, 5th Cie.,

(argument heard'Dec. 6, 1972)

Originally, individuals who were considered mentally il
by the State.of Alabama. The plaintiff clads "was expand d

f

- on August 12, 1971, to include residents of the Partlow-
State School and Hospital, a public institution for the
mentally _retarded, (class action).

Stonewall B. Stickney, the Commissioner of Mental Health
for the State of Alabama; his.depUty; and all other
administrative officers of the State Hospitals anemember
of the executive branch of,the Alabama,State Government.

It is stated by the plaintiffs that:

1. Partlow Stage School and Hospital is a warehousing'
institution incapable of providing habilitation and
treatment; It Qs conducive only to the deterioration
and debilitation' of its residents.

2. The Wards at the Hospital are grossly understaffed.
11,

Physical facilities, as well as inadequate staff ratio,
-

prevent the attainment of even minimal .custodial care.

'ffaria Alleged to Serious and irreparableharm'and injury by reason of/being
Be Shffered: ideprived of the right to treatment/and the right to develop

innate'abilities in order to return to.community life and
-contribute to one's own livelihood, /

Adequate habilitation of residents:

a) Residents ahall have the right of habilitation,
including mental treatment, education and care: r
Within 90 days,ia Complete evaluation on each
resident is to be accomplished, and several annual
reports are to be distributed to the next of kin.

b) Individualized r abilitation plans must be devel-
oped . prior to esidents' admission to the Institu-'
tion. The total admissiOn and evaIliation of a
resident shall t ke plaCe within 14 dgy's. 11

Results:

c) As part of this.

dent shall have
plan.. This plan,
admission to "the I

complete such 'plan

ilitation planning, each resi-
individualized post-Jinstitutionalk

hall- begin prior to the 'resident's
stitution, and institution shall
as practical after-his entry.

d) The respondibil ty or continuity of care and re-,
-habilitation in o community Life upon the return

162
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v./

Comments:

az.

OS,

to'tre community is'also charged to the institution.

The two majorcomponents'of this case are:

The,court held' that the. residents of an institution
for mentally ill and mentally retarded held a constitu-
tional right to receive treatment and

.

2. The court held that the institution had an obligation
tosreturn the patients, to the*aommunity so that thdy
can live in conditions as close 'to normal as possible.

4

to 3
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The New York State Association for Retarded Children

and Parisi v. Nelson Rockefeller

Cases No. 72-6-556-7

(E.D.N.Y., April, 10, 1'973)
(both actions filed together)

Plaintiffs:

". 4

Defendants:-

4

Factual,/ sues
Involv4d:

NJ,

-Lliarm Alleged

to Be Suffered:

Relief Sought:

111=11111

/

gew Yofk State Asociation for Retarded Children on
behalf of all alleged retarded persons now resident
at. Willowbrook. The class consists of over fiie thou -
,.sand member (Class-action)..

Nelion Rockefellerand other State governmental and
Willowbrook hospital officials in charge of services to
the inmates of :Willowbrook.

1. There is no set goal for the educatlon and habilAtibn
of any resident

2. 'Most residents are not receiving:

a) School classesr

b) Pre-vocational training--v.and

c) Vocational training.

3.' Plaintiffs have been.denied adequate treatment, and
have been subjected to the following conditions:
overcrowding, lack of qualified, staff, improper place-
ment; questionable medical rdsea=h, brutality, peon-
age, extended solitary cqnfinement and almost total

,absence of'theapeutic care:-
. ,

In addition to the rights which Aadlieen denied under the
above stat Consitutional Amendments, the'suit charges that
State officials had.full knowledge of conditions at Willow-
bzok and had the power and authority to change them but
none the less "created,'fostered, and condoned less than
'minimum standards to, treatment." 'The inmates of Willowbrook
have been-forced to live under these conditiOns.

. That a judgmeht be issued declaring that Willowbrook
does not meet Constitutional minimum. standards of adequate
habilitation, including care, treatment, education, and

,training.

2. That the court will determine, specify the Constitutional
minimum standards of adequate habilitation for the .

,residents of Willowbrook.'

3. That the plaintiffs be-granted a preliminary injunction
-,and that a'permanent injunCtion be given to rectify- -

the unconstitutional conditions, policies, and practices
-whichliave been alleged.

_

104
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Comments:

4"

'4. That the defendants provide for the residents
now in Willowbrdok appropriate additioAal habilitation

. which may be necessary to'compensate for the regreesiort
and ,deterioration that they.. have suffered.

The court ruled in favor of the plaintiffs4gnd set up our
decrees for'the process of care andtratment. Among these
decreegwere:

1. Each resident shall have an individual plan of care,, '
.

development andseilviees which shall be prepardd and
re=evaluated at least annually by an interdisciplinary
team of direct care and appropriate professional staff
'as described in this judgment, after cOmprehensilie

diagnostic testing and evaluative screening. The
development plan (actual programming4shall be regularly
,received lipy the team at last quarterly.

2. The_education philosophy shall b)at all residents,
are presped to be capable of benefiting from education.
All residents shall'be provided full and, suitable
educational program regardless of chronological age,
degree of retardation or accompinying disabilitiekor
haddicar. No resident shall be presumed to be int-
capable, ofreducational development.

,3. Educational service's at Willowbrook hall, at least,
be generally equivalent to-the special educational
services - provided in Neullork7City in terms of

al Staff qualifications and compe'encies, in-service'
training, and diagnostic or prescriptive teachers;

b) Program hours per student;

c) Nature, content, and quality..of programs; and

d) durricplum guides)rNequipment,-resource materials
and diagnostic, testing, and screening proceduree.,

4. SUIficient bilingual/bicultural staff and instructional
and testing materials shall be provided to meet the
needs'of.regidents from Spanish-speaking backgrounds.

The most,critical'aspect of this case, decided in 1975,
1

is the nature,-scope, and extent of the court's involvement.
The Court specified_ the entire program for the institution
ranging` from education to salaries of personnel. It appears
that where the-instiakt.ions are not protecting individual

'rights the courts w4.11 gtep in and take over the policy
decisions of the institution.

145
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Plaintiffs

Lebanks v. Spears

-Civil No. 71-2897' (E.D. La., filed Apfil 24, 1973)

Defendants:

Eight Black children,classified as mentally retarded, .

on behalf of themselvts and all dthffsAimilarly situated
(class action)..

Orleans Parish (New Orleans) School Board and 'the Super-
intendent of Schools.

Factual Issues The plaintiffs"have stated that:
Involved:

'1. The Orleans Parish School Board has failed to
provide aneducation for many children requiring special
education; no'Children over the age of,13 were ever
placed*in spebial education Classes:

2. There is an inequality of education between:

a. norgal'And mentally retarded children; and

b. BlaCk mentally retarded childrenand white mentally
retarded children. 4

3. The classification of children as mentally retarded is
done:'

a. arbitrarily and without valid reasons;

b. 'without advising children (or their parents) of
their right to a hearing; and

c. without the opportunity or requirement for la.ter
reevaluation,

Harm Alleged to The Continued deliivation of education "...win render
Be.SUffered: each plaintiff'and member-of the class functionally

useleds in our society; each day leaves them further
-behind their more fortunate peers."

r
gesults: 1. Every child who is mentally retarded or suspected Of

, being mentally retarded is entitled to'
,4

a.' evaluation and development of a ppecial educa tion
plan and periodic review and

-b: provision of a free public program of education and
training appropriate to his age and mental status...

2. ersons who eke beyond school-age, but who were denied
cation whed.theywere of school-age, are entitled to

com ensatory pr6grams of education.

3,..\tef re any child is classifieds mentally retarded,
he orshe is entitled to full dire process procedural
rights; including the right to written notice, an
alternative - evaluation, and a formal hearing:

M
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Cbmment: This case did not come to trial since the defendarits
agreed to meet the majority of the suit's demands. The.
extending'of rights of education to over school -age people
is the most interesting and unique element of this case.
Although it did establish a legal precedent it served to
inspire other court cases and,legislative mandates.

307
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Merriken v.'Cftssman

Civil Action No. 72-2057 (U.S. District.
CoUrt, Pennsylvania, filed 1973Y.

.

Plaintiffs: Junior high school student; and his mother brought action.

Defendants: _The Montgomery County Commissioners, the tembers of the.
Norristown Area School Board, the Stiperintendentof Schools
of the Nortistown Area School Board, and thq Principal

.

of Stewart Junior High School.

Factual Issues
Involved:-

1. Before suit was started, defendants did not obtain the.
. affirmative consent of parents to the paitiipatiOn of

their children in the Critical Period-of Intervention,
'(CPI), which was a drug preventionkprogram.

2. CPI contained no provibionfor studeht consent.

3. Placement it program is tantamount to negative labeling.

Questionnairesasked personal and priVatequestions
aboufamily and fellow students.

4

Results: 1. Right-to privacy is on an equal orpossibly more
"elevated pedestal than certain other individual .-.

consigtutional rights",and extends to .juveniles.

2,- Waivers of constitutional rights,must be "knowing,,
intelligent, and done with §ufficient awareness of
relevant Circumstance and likely consegUences",which'
for juveniles, implies informed consent of the parents.

t

3. Questionnaires .1.1quirfng directly to the individual'
family relationship .and rearing as. well asifiBorMation,
abouperrs must gain the informed consent ofthe
individual and faMily.

Comment: Althoughnot related directly to handicap ped persons, the <,
implications have great valididy for informed consent.
Informed consent means that the parents-must be given

, complete,informatIon about the potentially deleterioty
effects, such as "soapegoating of nonparticipants and
self=fulfilring propheCy,". in.any program placement: ,'

I , Testimony rom the case indicates possj.bl'e directions' .

the cdurts are leaning.

"The average American.pal-ent has a great and naive faith 1"-
t

in 'scientifically' constructed tests. This faith is
reinforced by the unconscious'desire of the more insecure ".
parents, to avoid involvement and to deperld.on,:professionals'
to make the diffjcUlt decisions in the education and ",
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maturatjc6n of their children . . .

Iri'a probability, he is not clear regardingthes
qual ications pf the school 'psychologist' who is
likel to hold a master's degree in school psychology,
not fr the psychology departMent of a college,or uhiv
erNisty, lut from an education schqol or department.
Chances ar9 great he has notk had significant supervision
in a hospital,, or outpatient clinic, or from a clinical
psycholoibst or psychiatrist. -He is likely t6 be
considered 'untrained' by the. personsthat'parents have
in mind-when they'.'pictuxe' a psychologist . . 'Informed
consent for persoRtlity;testing should .be comparable to
the informed Oongerit ideally obtained by a physician
priOr,to the performance of surgery.:... ."

-ft
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The following is a compilation of various books,
journals, and newsletters, pertinent t'o the in-
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comes from coutis in all areas of the country." (New Programs, Office
of Civil Rights, MEW, 330 Independence Ave., S.W.,.Washington,D-C.
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Developmental Disabilitiee'Law Newsletter. No. 1, - 1975 - Law Reform
Project. Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University. ,

Two issues have been published to date. Number 1 describes the law
Reform Project, and Number 2 deals with tee issue of zoning fot
community homes. The ikbject has also issued amemorandum reviewing
state protective service laws. On page'l of the June D.D. Data, --
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Developmental Disability Law, College o%ew, Ohio State University,
1659 N. liighSt., Col us, Ohio 43210. Ro charge.)

Inequality in Education. Centers for Law and Education: H rvard UniVersity.
to,

38 Kirkland Street, Cambridge, Massachuset .00 /year.

A journal that reviews programs in education from e legal approach.
The Center for Law and Eduaation is an interdi ciplinary research institute
to plarlomote reform in edupation through research and' action on the legal

implications of educational policies, particularly those polieies affecting
equality'of educational opportunity. They have a list of materials they
publish. In.
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Cincinnati, Ohio 45201, Annual Subscription: -$25.00.

.This 4quarterly publication emphasizes critical current.-.and emerging

4
issues yin school law. It deals with 'matters that are on the growing edge, '.*-
including historiCal, theotetical and other perspectives.

Legal Change for the Handicapped Throu3h Litigatiolv Eted by Alan Abeson.
Arlington,* Va.: State - Federal. Infotmation gaearinghouse for Exceptional
Children,. 1973. 35 p.

i

"...This book is directed to persons unfamiliar with the litigation
prodess who are engaged in its study or-who may themselves be consider-
ing initiating a, lawsuit or poSsibly defending against one. .In addition,
it is hoped that the book Will assist administrators of programsfor the
handicapped to clarify individual program weaknesses subject td legal
question... ", (Tne Clearinghouse, Publi ations'Sales, tbun6i1 for
Exceptional Children, 1920 Association Drive,. Reston, VA 22091. Stock

No. 100.- $3.75 prepaid.)

Legal, Human, and
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`Balthazar.- Madison, Wisconsin: Central Wisconsin Cology and Training.
School, 1975. TPrograMs for the developmentally disabled:- , a multi-

disciplinary approach; rho. 9)

Among the topics reviewed are the right to ,treatment, state gdardian-
ship programs, and citizen advocacy. With a multi-disciplinary perspective,.

the author summarizes current efforts and proposed reforms. Economic

issues in DD programming are also discussed in this monograph. (Erll

E. Balthazar, Ph.D., Research Department, Central"Wisconsin Colony, 317
Knutson Drive, Madison, Wisconsin 53704.1 No charge.)

Mental Disability Law Reporter. 1976-=1-Mental Disability Legal Resource

Center. Washington, 'American Bar Association Commission on
the Mentally DiSabled. -

I

'The Reiri717EF57Coittntra-1-11-lated_con.-ndiuM of legal materials for
lawyers, administratbrs, professionals, and advocates in e men

disability area. Its editions will offer a survey and analysis of major
legal developments, detailed summaries of pew cour_decisions and legis-
lative enactments, full texts of major' opinions 911 legislation, articles
on legal and professional topics,-notices of important meetings and
publications, etc. The Resource Center is also establishing an infor-
mation clearinghouse. (The .Center, 1800 M. Street, N.W., Washingtbn, A*:

D.C. 20036. -$25.00/1aW offiCes. $35.00/others.).
J
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Mental Retardation And the Law: A Report on, Status of Current Court Cases.
19721: Prepaied TToby Paul.R. Reiedman and Ronna Lee-Beck. Washington,,

D.C.: . President Committee .on Mental Retardation. .

This q rterly-publiaation summarizes and. updates cases pertaining to
the ri is bf.the mentally retarded, with*frequent features providing
ana is of'important issues. (The Committee, Washington, D.C. 20201.,
No charge.) ,

P "ram for the Handicapped. ,Office for Handicapped Individuals, Department'
of H lth, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C. 20201. Ito charge.

A. free newsletter reviewing and suggesting prdgiams.
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Report from Closer Look: National Information Center for the Handicapped,
P.O, Box 1492, Washington,,F.C. 20013.

Quarterly report of current events, _places, people and things impacting
on handicapped individuals. Free..
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For further information aad-copies of this institute
z

report and other documents produCed through the Michigan

Resource Center (Title VIC), contact:

John H. traccio, Ph.D.

Michigan'Resource Center (Title VIC)
Opecial Education Services

.

Michigan Department of Education
Box 30008

Lansing, Michigan 48909.
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